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Point Reyes Paintings and Poems
By Mark Koslow

******

Think of our life in nature, daily to
be shown matter, to come in contact with it,
--rocks, trees, wind on our cheeks, the solid
earth!
The actual world!
The common sense!
Contact, contact!
Who are we? where are we?
Henry David Thoreau “Katahdin”

I began working on this page in 1986, now it is February, 2o21. So I have been thinking
about or working on this page for 35 years.
There are currently 101 poems in the text. Most of them are adapted from poems I wrote
in 1986-89. I went through a kind of sea change after 1991 and got much smarter as well
as “I lost my religion” as R.E.M. said in their great song on that subject. I went back to
school and was in various colleges between 1992-97. I got my B.A. in 1995 and was
given a medal for Summe Cum Laude. I got my Masters degree in History in 1997. I
wrote a long thesis comparing major atrocities, the abuse of Native people, Black people,
Hiroshoma, the camps in Germany, and so on.
I began to change the Point Reyes poems in 2005. I wrote another note in 2017 saying “I
am continuing to make changes” to the poems up till then. In fact, I have continued until
2021, So I made changes, sometimes radically, for the last 16 years. I write it is
“interesting to boil them down, take the religion away, and integrate it into what I
actually remember about Point Reyes.”. This is an accurate statement. I think they are
much better now. They might have lost a little of their music, but they have gained
incalculably in being more accurate and objective, insofar as that is possible in poetry.
My concern here is to be objective about a real place.
My aesthetics comes down to the idea that art should change one’s consciousness. If art
does not change minds, what is the point?
Indeed, I persist in thinking painting is better than poetry precisely because realistic
painting is not given over to the subjectivism of human words. The fault as well as one of
the virtues of words are their subjective character.
Some of the paintings are arranged by subject. Some are arranged by an evocation in a
line in an adjacent poem, some are random. There are approximately 135 paintings and
maybe 25 photos in addition to the 100 poems. This is the first time I have used this
many photos. I may do more of that. There is roughly 25 miles from Marshall to Bolinas
and inland 10 miles past Tomales Bay to Limantour and 15 miles to Pierce Point Ranch.
That comes to 621 square miles. Add a few square miles that I would often go inland
along Lagunitas Creek, or going all the way to Nicasio from Point Reyes Station, and it
comes to roughly 750 square miles or more that these paintings and poems speak of. So
that means that over the last 35 years I have done over a 1oo poems and 135 paintings
about an area over 750 square miles large in northern California. This is certainly not
nothing. If you include and Humboldt County area is is probaby 1000 square miles
more.
It is far larger area that I was able to do in Northeast Ohio. Of course, I did things far
beyond Heroes Wetland, which is less than a mile square. The Blue Jay flying painting is
at least a few miles North of Heroes wetland, on Stinchcomb Hill. The Goldfinch
painting is all the way on the east side of the County, in Jackson Field, in Chagrin Falls,
at least 20 miles from Heroes. There is a work done in Allegany state park in Western

New York, at least 3 hours drive from Heroes, moving east. I did some of the paintings
there. It is hard to count them up. I won’t even try.
The Eastern states are ok as far as preserving small and charismatic nature is concerned.
But in general, much of nature is not charismatic. The West is better at preserving large
tracts of unmolested lands for its own sake rather than for the sake of humans who
might see it. There is a certain amount of human centeredness and resourcism in the
western Park System, however. It is hard to get away from speciesism, particularly those
who are speciesist, yet deny it.
So what you will see here is largely unmolested lands, mostly unsullied by human greed
or abuse.

1.Racing Slowly Across America
I am here now, at last, having crossed the country
from Ohio, 1986, in a small car I bought for 400 dollars.
I took back roads, took 3 weeks.
I liked Dubuque on the Mississippi, my friend on Rosebud Res,
4th of July party at Ghost Hawk Park, Rosebud Res,
and Prairie Dogs in Custer Park, Bison,
in the Black Hills.
Badgers and Elk in the Beartooths,
the Monster’s Heart --where Coyote threw the monster’s heart
before he created all the people,
on the misnamed Nez Perse Res.
The badly named Pierced Noses.
I slept where the Ant fights with the Yellow Jacket,
and the next day saw a Moose
shaking off clumps of hair in a creek and
a Mountain Bluebird in a Birch tree in the Beartooths.
Somewhere over 3000 miles driving to
Point Reyes I saw the markings on
the Acorn Woodpecker,
a golden grass blade down
the crimson, curved back of a Garter Snake,
the proud stand and blue eyes of the Cormorant
which I saw way out North, past McClure’s Beach,
drying its wings by the sea and unable to fly.
I wonder what is the origin of animal bodies
and the designs on them, I ask?
Is it fractals, or like Ikats, dyed in lines
on Indonesian textiles?

Both or more than that? DNA?
The moon sings like crystal across the glassy water,
and stars quiver
I keep thinking about the flight
of five wild swans against Inverness Ridge
over Tomales Bay.

Here are three of the Swans I saw
Alone is this green and wet spring land.
I kiss the earth in a grove of California Live Oaks
I kiss the earth again in the Redwoods,

happier to be home than I have ever been,
I promised myself to come back here in the Taxi leaving
for the airport moving to the New York
when I was about 10.
and now wonder how we forgive
the tyrants who destroy the land?
I embrace you green earth,
I am all yours, night air,
What is the life that is in me now?
The colored wheel of life has started spinning.
it turns inside me here in Point Reyes.

Elk, Pierce Point

1st image, 1986 gouache

Elk Bugling

I began this years ago, and then worked on it again 2-4 years ago. It was partly based on
the original I did in 1986, shown below this one, but it is more realistic.

This is the first elk painting I did, in 1986. It is merely an impression. They sky is
accurate and will continue this way through all the versions. I was trying to fix in relative
permanence what I had seen out near the northern end of the park at Tomales Point,
called Pierce Point.

2. Avoiding the Void.
I keep thinking about everywhere
yet I cannot find the meaning of anywhere.
Maybe my longing hides it from me?
Or have I been duped by abstractions?
What is closer than California sunlight on my skin?
I was born here.

I love the suffering that divides me from nature
only because it is my task to overcome it.
I wander alone to find the meaning
of bird bones, water ripples and my own loneliness.
Out of my depths I offer wildflowers,
to my hardened heart.
I was foolish enough to think:
one stroke of a knife would cut me from myself.
one chop of an axe might transform me into a tree of singing birds,
springing up out of an empty sky.
Would it really?
Why unearth myself?,
I don’t believe myths about
crucifixions and resurrections anymore.
Would I become a forest of trees embracing trees.
No probably not.
Be serious and think clearly.
Everywhere the world is still natural,
that is the best place to be,
My last word will praise this world.
There is no point in dying.
Death is nowhere and nothing.
The so called ‘wise men’ say: “give up created things,
if you want to untie my shoe learn first to bend down”
Bend down to no one. What wisdom is this?
Sacred scriptures are not sacred.
They are full of nonsense,
The life of all living animals is what really matters.
The world weaves and unweaves,
trees soak sunlight into seeds,
do not be naked of here and there
find yourself in one place you love.
Do not go placeless
or seek the faceless face,
avoid the empty void
and at the beginning and end
surround yourself with many beings
Be attached, care for the ten thousand things,
religion would have you despise that.
Religion proved illusory and I gave it up.

This is Inverness ridge as seen from up high, at least 50 feet, in Point Reyes Station.
There are only 30-40 foot buildings in that town. This is a detail of a much larger work. I
did this largely from memory and imagination and I still think it pretty good. If you
drive along the east part of Tomales Bay you will see views that resemble this one,
though they would be at a different perspective angle.

3. My many Illusions.
Why give so much comfort to your illusions,
making a warm bed for your imaginary fictions,
when you know the sea rocks are hard,
even if they are slowly worn down
by the restlessly churning waves,
sea palms waving in the surf.
I said to myself “get rid of your love of shame
and self importance”,
It is useless to say these unexamined ideas to yourself,
Han Yu (768-824) only partly understood
the illusions of Tao, Buddha and Chan
We know more now,--how they all come from fictional sources.
The church was the first corporate advertiser.
Corporations want you weak.
Tin can CEO’s will go down like kings one day.
We don’t need them. They need us.
If we tried we could vote them all out, easily.
Just roll over and they are gone.

They steal from their workers.
Stop the stealing and you stop the CEO’s.
Study animals and trees,
you will find answers there.
Stand as strong as a Redwood tree,
in a grove connected at the root to its brothers and sisters,
waiting out the awful fire that burns beneath them,
not undone by the fire.
Resist all advertising.
Come out of the clouds, look at things clearly.
Do not try to escape the terrible assaults of the world.
This world is all there is, and you must withstand it
as best you can.
Keep your intelligence constant
that will undo them eventually.

Little Church In Nicasio.
Photo by Author 1986.

This is a real spot, near an Arabian horse farm. The redwoods are in this area just as I
show them, low down in the valley. Redwoods grow more readily in river or creek
valleys, though there are some up high too. But this is ancient California, before white
people came, greedily looking for gold and killing off native tribes. Unfortunately I left
this painting in Indiana, where I lived for a time. There were people screaming at me
and threatening me, because I told the truth about a fraud. I had to leave quickly and
this was a casualty of that. I did have some pretty good pictures of it though, so it was
not entirely lost.

This is another version of the same work. I’;mve always liked this painting, though it can
be seen as example of Native spirituality, I do not see it that way. It is a picture of the
love of nature which I have always felt.

So in one version that I did I replaced the native guy who was a stand-in for myself
anyway, with myself. I don’t much like it. I think it too stiff. The landscape is OK.

I even did this version, changed the time of day to a little earlier, though it is still
twilight. But the young man, probably myself, is shown with the actuality of the
redwoods, and the beauty of the natural world. I like this one much better.

4. Remembering
Who cares for memories’
if all I remember is the memories themselves
and not the actual events?
History is mostly the story of elites and their lies
---only a few true things come through that.
The history of nature and the actual interests me.
Write that if you can, few historians do.
With the sun on my lips and ears
I feel the sounds of the world,

but cannot say those sounds.
I leave ‘me’ behind myself, when the physical facts
of my body and things become clear to me.
Yet, I’ve gotten over transcending,
no point in disappearing into anything.
that hatred of self is a learned thing.
Religion teaches hatred of the self.
Feminism sees all men as murdering voyeurs-the vast majority of us are not that.
I want to leave me and my sorrows behind me and
look at things as they are.
Say Hello to the full moon.
In the plume of mists over the waves,
is a mane of horses galloping shoreward, and I am thrilled.
In the deer’s eyes, sweetly trusting, I am softened.
Sometimes the stones of the sea cliffs,
reminds me of volcanoes and ancient universes,
uprising and churning into forms.
Both me and seashells are the intelligence of evolution,
our bodies made by ourselves over millions of years.
Agate Beach, north of Trinadad,
in California, taught me this.
Millions of years of mechanical engineering
went into making the 7 kinds of joints
in my bones-- of me and other animals.
Think what it means that all mammals
share the same anatomy, basically,
bat fingers are wings, horses evolved hooves,
human-animals can draw.
The silver Whale slides slowly through the ocean,
comforting its young, playing.
The Owl turns its listening head 178 degrees,
into the soft hour of twilight;
the Hummingbird drinks life from the flower;
the Elk bugles his desire to the females;
and the wildflowers at Abbots Lagoon
are so thick with blossoms
“you cannot fit a dime between them”,
a friend said of them.
Fields are on fire with color, and the colored hills:
Iridescent fogs over Inverness Ridge,
sunrise and set, proclaim the resplendent earth.
“Never seen the sky so beautiful”
I often found myself saying to myself.
The Marsh Wrens and little birds
in the salty and tidal Pickerel plants.
The Osprey screams into the still sky,

carrying a fish,
and I am in love with the wild sea
and the ancient stones of the ochre hills.
I want to drift into the sea like a sea lion,
roll, like the fogs hugging the hills
stretch, like the earth embracing the sky in its arms,
disappearing into the air,
appearing again in the oak grove
and the Rabbit and Ceanothus Lilac bushes,
the sun shining kindly on all beings.
I am emerging almost smokeless and free of illusions.
Over the mountains I go, over the plains I sing,
To give myself at last to the earth
and be reborn in the winds of change,
touching everything, holding everywhere,
held like the sunlight, at last,
in an amazement of leaves.

Barred Owl In Maple Tree

Sweetgum Leaf

5. The Illusion of Escape
There is no god of justice, injustice
what if the injustice itself thinks it can be just?
The worst are often the ‘best’.
Kings, presidents, CEOs.
Just War is just cruelty.
Karma is caste and hardly just.
Justice must be compassionate and animal/human.
Animals cry against injustice all the time.
yet again, sometimes, I call down upon life too,
often for the sake of animals to whom so few are just.
Yes, I too have made many mistakes,
my mistakes echo back to me.
I believed things utterly false.
done things I should not have done,
and paid for them.
I have been falsely accused too.
I paid the price or suffered silently.
Some things were my fault, others, not.
The unlistening forgetfulness of life
has sometimes been my own undoing.
But at least I realized what I was doing.
I know when I have been wrong.

Nature’s Rights

Robins nest in the thorns of a Hawthorne tree
to avoid injustice,
Turtles wear their shells for protection.
I want only the endless reproduction of grass
and Barnacles, worms and Lichens,
Saigas and Elephants.
Nature, left alone, flowers,
cures its own injustices.
Humans are destroying the seas,
the fish are not guilty.
I abjure the frozen cruelty of abstractions.
Abstract ideas create the worst injustices.
It is true that some injustice comes
from the violence of the male gaze,
but not only or hardly exclusively.
Gods, Congress and the Politburo

get away with murder.
This echoes as those in power usually get away free.
The criminal haven of the CEO.
Life is warm and malleable.
My own too dense mind imagines
running from what hears with my own ears,
and speaks with my own voice.
I once believed in the Voiceless, a universal Hearer.
Actually, no transcendent entity is listening
to your private thoughts
young woman, young man.
What foolish freedoms I have longed for!
Growing up at last, I see that “escape”
from the round of birth and death
is just another illusion.
An ‘After-life’,
would be great if it were true.
No one comes back alive.
I listen to evidence and I look.
I was the trap the world trapped me in.
They call the earth prison, wrongly.
This is the case for everyone:
“Freedom” is an illusion.
without equality and cooperation.
The “freedom” of the rich is merely
the abusive freedom to steal and
put others in chains.
Better to put the rich in more chains
and relieve the bindings on the poor.
Humans are the most unjust of beings.
I give up all thoughts of the Beyond.
I am the prison that is free and without walls.
I choose Darwin’s justice,
reasoned reticence in the struggle,
protection for everyone, when possible.
How could I not have longed for
the endless streams and tree filled meadows,
where guilt is false and all that is, is innocence.
But there is no overcoming the world,
no ‘sordid paradise” as Emily Dickinson. called it
no phony heaven or haven.
So my thoughts taken from the ages,
was the jail that held me in
that would have made me
my own possible executioner

had I not given up religions.
No reason to die for a god who is not there.
Spiritual “Enlightenment” was just another lie.
I gave that up as only one narrow example
of all the infinite possibilities .
I would like to be compassion for the guilt of Judges,
and mercy for the self that wrongs the self,
but here I am, still an innocent criminal,
in a world run by the criminally insane,
punished for my own self regarding heart.
If I don’t regard myself well, who will?
No one knows me better.
So it is, growing old, you realize you were
guilty and innocent, and none of that matters.
Sure, many have claimed to lock themselves in the heart
where no Judge can pry or crime condemn.
But I am not a poet of lies.
Maybe not a poet at all.
Am I a sanspoet who writes apoetry?
I look outward from what I am but
I am not beyond all doors, or free of all fences,
and all my ways are not clear and light.
The buried flame of freedom lives in what fails
not in what succeeds.
This sad truth has carried all though my life.
My best work has been done for no pay at all.
I can only build on what I really know
not on what I have dreamed.
There is no escape from it: Life creates,
undoes it, and creates again.
I try to go with that.
I want to be like the beauty of wild fields.

Great Basin: Redtails and Jack Hares,
Pronghorns and Marmot.

This is “the beauty of wild fields”. If you look closely at the work you can see the two
Pronghorns at 1:o0-2:00 o’clock, relative to the hawks head. You can see another further
back in the picture at 12:00 above to Hawk’s head. Here is a close up of this Pronghorn

You can see Pronghorn Antelope all the way to the Black Hills. It is said there used to be
30 million of them. Now there is a slight fraction of that. They eat different food than
the Bison, but exist on much the same territory. Here is a close-up of the area in
question in the painting.

detail of the three Pronghorn.

Usually one sees them far off like this. They are a hunted animal and so are very wary of
humans. You can see one climbing the hill at about 10:30 relative to the two larger and
closer Pronghorns. Notice this looks to be made of paint, which in fact it is, but it looks
like reality from a bit of a distance. Vincent Van Gogh called this kind of painting
“beyond he paint”. That means it is not just paint, it would be a very empty thing then,
but is “beyond the paint”, meaning full of images and therefore meaning.

This is a large work for me. The area that it depicts is near Lake Abert in Northeast
California. Actually this might be a little ways into southeast Oregon. I came to love
these animals. I saw one during my first drive across the country in 1986. I had never
seen one before and didn’t even know they existed. I learned a lot about them in
subsequent years. This painting of them is part of that.

I pick up a dead sting ray at the fish packaging plant in Eureka
And feel like evolution has become the liquid of my fingers.
I am less and less alien to the sea-liquid of my cells and eyes
But just as the sea has begun to remember itself in me
I realize how threatened the oceans really are.
eat no fish, because I know they are killing the seas.
I find myself saying over and over in my head:
Eat no fish: the oceans are dying
Eat no fish: the oceans are dying
I think it is six or seven years now I have eaten no fish,
and the oceans are still dying.

May 07-July 08

Henry Thoreau
Under the Full Moon

6.The Seeker
How many footprints to wander lost in,
Basho, Thoreau?
I am lost, just like them,
though they pretended to be found,
more than I.
Things are more complex for me,
the country is more corrupt now.

The American dream is lost
in corporate corruption and
subjective delusions.
I cannot pretend anymore.
My immortality is over.
Time is unknown, the years never ending,
and me not really knowing where to go.
Yet I came here and will learn all I can.
There is no beginning to the road
and the end does not come
and when it comes
it brings no real satisfaction.
I am largely outside the human enclosures, now,
and how many trails and animal paths,
woods to get lost in and mistaken ways.
So many hidden vistas to see now,
so many valleys beyond
and the mountains turning to all the directions,
light shedding down in circles
into villages and bedrooms,
through windows and doors
in the dappled forest and
under the luminous clouds,
I learn from wonders that question the
mistakes of my own mind.
It is good to be here, but hard.
Transcendental states are just more illusions.
I experience them and move on.
The road cannot go forward anymore
and the road back is gone.
So all that is left is the present
where all the wrong decisions are made,
with greed in triumph over sense and reason.
I know this is the pinnacle of my life,
But pinnacles often become traps.
I want to know and do not know,
yes, how restless I am, trying to rise up a waterfall,
when that is impossible.
It is like I have been waiting as a seed,
I want to throw myself in the right wind,
but there is no right wind,
and no certainty to lodge myself upon.
And even if I could lodge on a deer,
how hard it would be to hold on?
The mirror of my weaknesses is infinite,
the earth seems to crumble beneath me,

but I am wrong about that too, it is firm.
The real dangers are human, greed, need of power….
There is no white hand to grasp onto
and no gods to save.
What is this need to disappear into all things,
to be a white deer lost in a white fog.
Going beyond is ridiculous,
why make up a world that does not exist.
Religion seems mere exaggerations of testosterone.
Point Reyes teaches me that,
though it took more than 10 years.
I am not into ‘going beyond’ anymore
I am part of it, not beyond it. Beyond anything
is beside the point, there is nothing there,
where you are is sufficient--be part of it.
One day here, then gone,
and the night sky is endless
and endless the sky in myself.
I seem to go backwards when I move forward
and I go forward when I move back,
Like the native man I painted,
why is he beseeching the moon and nature.
The river wants to be the sea,
and falls in its desire to reach home.
The apple wants to be a tree again
and have apples of its own.
I am not different,
How many trails and animals paths,
woods to get lost in and mistaken ways?
I am homeless here, and want to travel
to where all traveling is done
I grow weary of the road to nowhere,
I was lost in the woods many times,
And found my way out.
I want to be home and have my kids.
He who seeks is lost, learn and then teach.
What about when they no longer
want to learn from me.
So, when will I stop seeking?

History

7.Facing the Hazards

I was not paying attention and was punished for it:
a rogue wave struck me broadside on the beach.
Nearly stole my precious notebook, knocked me in the sand.
I saw a dead Gray Whale on the beach once, flies on the carcass
Someone else sees Sharks out near the Farallon Islands
try to eat a Gray Whale baby and fail.
People die climbing the rock at McClure’s beach
I understand that, as I have climbed the same rocks
and saw a pilot whale up close off the end of it.
It is dangerous.
Dead baby seal at Limantour, way out,
studied its lovely claws and rubbery fur
strong winds there at times
sleeves over my face,
sand in the wind a danger to the eyes,
leaning into the wind to walk nearly impossible,
drained me of energy.
The winds near the lighthouse, even stronger,
a dog attacked my little sister there
when I was a kid, 1964 I think.
Cut her four year old face.
Puffins nest near the lighthouse on precipitous cliffs,
with silver fish in their mouths, powerful birds-red and yellow beaks in flight over wild seas.
They are nearly extinct because hunters enjoy killing them.
The solution is to stop their enjoyment in killing rare animals.
How the Murre’s cycle over the waves beneath them,
getting sprayed by the windy waves,
Soon to fly back to the Redwood’ limbs,
high up, for nesting.
Mountain Lion near the barn on Tomales Point,
lots of elk there,
maybe after their babies.
I dream too much, walking a trail
on the seaside of Mt. Vision, near Bear Valley,
near too, where I saw some Lady Slippers.
a Grey Fox sat a few feet from me,
I had to stop so as not to run into him,
seemed to be wondering why
I did not notice him till then.
“Humans, spacey”, he thought,
laughing to himself.
By-the-Wind-Sailors, little blue jellies,
dead by the many thousands above the surf line.

Abandoned shore bird eggs up Walker Creek
in the pickleweed.

Dead Barn Owl, probably killed
by a Great Horned and eaten
I still have some of these feathers.
Seagull bones bleached white in the sand.
Dead Crab shells.
I dragged so many roadkill off the road,
because people are the worst
and keep running things over, even deer,
till flat as pancakes.
I recently heard coyotes killing a house cat,
and all these things tug at my heart.
Such a cruel world in so many ways.
It’s even worse in human cities,
but few see or think about it.
In contrast,
Egrets in Bolinas Lagoon, so lovely,
and the harbor seals there,
rolling lazy on a sandbar.

Egret’s Nesting in and near Redwoods at Audubon Canyon Ranch at Bolinas Lagoon,
Photo by Author
1987

Avocet in Bolinas Lagoon
Avocets beaking the water back and forth.
Crazy, sad, cruel and beautiful world,
So leaving the road out of Bolinas
torn Eucalyptus seeds,
run over by so many cars,
bleeding fragrance on the road.

Harbour Seals hauled out and resting on Limantour Spit.

Limantour Spit: Harbour Seals, detail

8. Losing my Way.
Looking for many colored jewels
I crawl into the ashes under a house
and now I am black as coal.
No pressure will make me diamond.
Diamond is not better than ash, anyway.
Gold is just a rock.
My spiritual comforts no longer comforted,
and were merely an amber rope that collapsed.
I fall into the well of myself and am humbled.
Caught in the net I created,
I no longer swim toward the ship of mythic enclosures.
The Ancient Mariner was a fool.
I abandoned all the gods and voids,
and there is no other hope
but a raindrop on the lip of a Daffodil.
There is no refuge in hiding now,
the glass globe of actual existence
is all that mirrors the fragile sky.
The clouds unfurl like many colored banners

each announcing time and
the earth’s movement of thoughts.
Laying down on this lap of earth,
I breathe the breath of wind in the trees.
I lost my way on a smileless path
and kiss the lonely earth
seeking the gentle stroke of a forgiving hand.’’

Deer Light

The majority of deer in California are Black Tail, this is an eastern species, the White
Tail. I put it here because it is a lovely painting and so goes with the Point Reyes
paintings. No other reason, really.

Black Tail Deer on Mt. Tamalpais, next to an old Black Oak and California Poppies

9. Facing Mortality
Over the ground a blue mist comes
softening the hard earth
and moisture curls around
a new plant, and even in this dark forest,
something new is growing.
At the base of a redwood tree a deer seeks protection
from the sere winds of the weather.
White deer beneath a splintered Monterey Cypress
dripping fog from old split wood.
In this place of hazards

I can sometimes be brave, but sometimes
I wish I were a baby again,
getting milk in the night,
as my little girl now does from her mother.
But I am ageing, and cannot be a child anymore.
in this dark I’m dew wet
still seeking a loved ones face.
At the edge of the mountain,
I encourage my feet for the hard climb
to the tree circled pool.
The weakening candle of my heart is
melting into those blue waters.
I need a friend to lend down a single hand
because I do not want to cast away
the breaking ladder of my body.
No, I do not want to die,
and death will not tempt me
anymore.

Harrier Hawk Flying above Lupine Blooming at Limantour
Gouache 1988
10. Learning
In the random middle of stones
and Ocean Pine needles
in the midst of fleeting moments,
in the presence of the air,
I turn and see fact in the existence of fog.
Godwits cluster together against the wet winds

just off the mud in the salt grass.
Crimson Kelp Crabs under the rock,
as if the river of time flowed into clear light.
The clouds have opened up over Inverness Ridge
multicolored patches of moving light in the sky,
and all that is, is breathing the breath of reality.
Under the seeing of my eyes
one tear is an ocean
and I am swimming through my sorrows
to reach the gaze that learns.
I am learning about the universe
that looks at itself through me.
You can’t take away the dust from my feet,
or teach my hands to walk to water,
or flatter my ingenuity
because for all I can see,
there is still so little that I know.

Heart’s Desire Beach

11. Today is the kind of Day
Today is the kind of day where the smell of lilac
out my window intoxicates the daffodils
that spin like small suns in the grass
yearning to become the sun
that feeds them.
Today is the kind of day where the earth
has awoken and dresses herself up in purple,
yellow and white,
to give herself in a wedding to air,
sky and light.
Today is the kind of day where the river
melts in liquid sky
and the air is like a silken breast
from which all animals drink the milk of life.
Today is the kind of day where
clouds pillow themselves in each others arms,
plum blossoms break through the skin of the twigs
fish leap flapping from the water
and the mare bellows in heat.
Today is the kind of day where animals
strive and suffer to come to union,
fructifying and fermenting.

Kingfisher on Lagunitas Creek

Funny I do not remember doing this one. But it is without a doubt I did it there in Point
Reyes on Lagunitas Creek. I remember using it for a later painting of a Kingfisher, done
in Ohio.

12, Thank you to Point Reyes
I came to this seeming desert to find beauty
I came to silence the gods
I came to listen to the call of the ordinary
Out of the broken stones of my being
I listen,
And the hearts of these stones are all pregnant,
these rocks overflow with wildflowers--they blossom fragrance of the memories

of all the wonderful days I spent in Point Reyes.
I went there once just to feel my feet
in the mosses and see all the wildflowers around me
I wanted to do a painting of this.
I still might.
I listen to the voice of the forest.
and turn my green ear to the blue sky
and with head and heart surrounded in silence
I flower with listening.
Out of my dust and ash, Point Reyes came
and brought rose oil for my forehead
and amber candles
to soothe my nights.
I lay down upon the breath above its clouds
and rest my head on the curve of its bays.
Fogs overwhelmed me and covered me in mist.
Point Reyes renders me verdant
And I have no wish for any other state.
I am a lone tree on a mountain top
no one has ever noticed,
and the dry days to come
wait for flowers after rain.
It is raining invisible rain now,
and my hands are full of wildflowers.

Lagunitas Creek: sunshine coming through Firs.

13.Existence on Aviary Earth

Trying to understand the round globe of things
sometimes I know the meaning, but then I forget.
Where nature is, I am
and together we are dying day by day,
even while we try to create new life between us.
Standing equally between that star and this tree
I see where life is bringing me, yet when I move my feet,

I get lost in this or that,
forget what I knew and pursue falsity.
Beauty is not just the reflection of light and form
playing on a mirrored creek,
nor is it the air, water or earth beneath the creek.
beauty comes with cells and sand grains,
Crayfish and pine cones,
as well as the fawn that comes down to drink.
Only when I look to the truth of my actual life,
can I see reality. Otherwise
I am blind as a photograph
longing for the true light that
I have falsely stolen from life.
Since timelessness is merely a conceit,
it is no shame that I live in time,
the misnamed “floating world” (ukiyo-e)
is all the reality there is.
Being lonely before the vast and impersonal,
perhaps I’ll learn to love the fragile,
I carry a small message to cynical humanity saying
“break down the stage props of abstract mirages” or
“and don’t forget forgiveness”
I grow tired of human created deserts-made by those who deny the reality of wet and dry.
I have no interest in Taoist sophisms
or global warming deniers.
I long for carefully nurtured
forests full of fresh pools
where many wild animals come to drink.
A Priest tells me “ circle around time like an Owl
And you will be prey for the timeless.”
“Priests can be fools” I say,
“And the timeless is a fiction.
I am no less mortal than an owl”.
I am speechless as a sparrow in the rain.
The Priest tells me the “end of the world will get you”
But this is also a fiction and whatever
candle of death burns bright and warm
at the end of my life, will be what it is.
I am sorry I will die, but life is what matters,
not the imaginary end,
and I will not be there when I die, anyway.
Every word from my body and mouth
speaks through the roots of trees,
through night owl and tree frog,

from the bottom of the bay
to curve of cloud
even as the sun is clearing
and reveals the last leaf that lays
down softly on the pool.
It lays down on the soft mirror
of my own mind too.

Maple Leaf
No-one but earth knows how the flower grows,
or exactly how the moon in the mist
turns into a colored rainbow.
But as one rock upon another
helps bring mountains into being
I step here and there until I
finally discover earth’s wonders, where I begin.
Most secrets eventually became manifest.
I uncover my imperfect heart
and look and look until my eye
becomes the opening eye of an owl
and again I am in flight,
trying to balance my wings
in the vast expanse
of the Aviary Earth.

Seagulls Flying
IT took along time to be able to do this work. There are a number paintings under it
which are not as good.

Elephant Mountain and Moon

14. Love Poem at 31

Out of me a tree grows,
its branches are my upraised hands
and I feel the glow of the full moon in them.
Elephant Mountain behind me
The river holds my eyes between its banks
like a still moon under the swelling waters.

Today is my birthday
and I feel the moon between
my eyebrows like a mirror of hope.
I am so happy to exist,
I am so happy for all the things
and beings that exist besides me.
I am so glad for green grasses and flower
petals growing in the spring.
My voice stands up like a minstrel
on my tongue and sings a song of longing.
I remember the meadowlark singing
on the Cheyenne Reservation when
I woke up in a summer field.
I remember how my loved one
lay under the mountain side
and I long again for the gaze of her eyes,
and her arms around me.
I want to be the waters that wash her skin
and to turn my longing into a feather
that lays down upon her lips.
Today is my birthday
and the moon like my heart grows full
with the longings of lovers far away.
I hope for reunion and even now
I thought I heard your footsteps echoing mine.
I want to leave off this longing and drift
like a down feather
to rest on the petals of your flower.

Salt Marsh and Egret

15. Spendthrift Spring
The birds are all flown from the nest
and the empty nest stands still
holding and receiving what?
I ask my grave how deep it is,
and realize there is nothing there either.
I am alone here with only the Spring around me
and I love the earth that I kiss.
Since each day is a facet of the jewel of life
what is the use of wanting too much,
since the emerald is already here,
and there is no need of buying or selling.
In the dark forest every tree is
made of life, and spring is in the air now,
and there is no need of aid or comfort.

Spring

16. Lost Love
(Godless)
I made myself into a flower and waited
for your honey gathering lips
to come and kiss me.
But you never came.

Why was I so foolish as to trust you?
Now I am a tree, my dry bark stiffening
in thirst for rain.
Seeing the green infusing light of the sun.
my branches twist and writhe,
but rain never came.
I was a great lover of the non-existent.
I was a cracked crystal that cannot hold light.
I realize what a mistake you were.
The You that was is no more.
I face the wall against myself,
separating you and I,
and I came home wishing to rest
in your arms, but you were gone.
I came home to these empty hills
and lay my head against a pillow full of stars
and was alone in the universe.
What else can I say?
I loved what was never there.
Maybe it is not worth wanting you,
you who never were.
I bury my head in the ordinary world
you were wrong to call illusory.
You demean the whole world.
I embrace the world that has left you behind.
This is where I am.

Path along Lagunitas Creek.
California Poppies and Wild Radish.

17. Ode to My Half Empty Cup
Over my grave there might be a whisper of peace,
but I tremble to think of it.
I wish I could let my being out of my eyes
to be air for others to breathe,
my mother did that for me, stroking my back,
as I drank her milk.
My life came from her life.
I lay down as if on a bed of light and I weep.
how many loved ones gone,
how many days am I past my prime now?
The boy with a kite
and young man with black Irish hair
is no more.

And the winds still blow sands
revealing signs of life I have not lived
as well as the presence of well lived moments.
I would like to untie the knot of myself
until it become a flower that tells me who I am.
But how likely is that?
No hand reaches out of the hidden waters
and offers me a cup of sacred dew.
My cup is only half full of the emptiness
of abandoned beliefs in fictions.
The other half is reality, far better than fiction.
I realize at last that my loneliness is the way
life teaches the hardness of loving
what is both other and inside myself.
Be happy with your half a cup.

Black Necked Stilt

18.Franny
a.
I liked Franny. She was old and needed help,
I did not mind helping her at all when I could.
She used to invite me for dinner,
which always strained my politeness
as her cooking was not great.
One day she had me down for an unusually fancy dinner.
I worried what it was.
I came down dressed up somewhat for me,
and she served me a fish head,
‘a great delicacy’ she said.
“The best part of the fish”
I tried to eat it, politely,
but the eye was staring at me so much
I just could not eat it.
I told her how good the broth was.
b.
One day Broken ear and I entered
my hallway near Fran’s kitchen.
There was a skunk in the laundry room
and it sprayed us both.
Skunk smell up close is far worse than
from a distance and the smell was sickening.
Both Broken Ear and I stumbled upstairs.
I washed myself off as best I could
and spent several hours trying to wash him.
The old wives tale says to use Ketchup,
so I used bottles of that.
Hydrogen peroxide, I understand is better.
But I did not know that then.
I was ok after a day, did the laundry. but hard to sleep
--- it was so stinky.
Broken Ear took at least a week
to get the smell off. I gave him two baths,
and his tongue did the rest.
Poor cat, he got the worst of it.
I later learned how to behave around skunks.
Out on the bare hills in the coyote-brush
I followed skunks many times
and learned that one could stay about 14 feet
from them and they would not spray.

Any closer and they lifted up their butt.
I learned to watch for that.

c.
Franny had a Beggar’s Banquet
one Thanksgiving night.
She invited lots of poor people
into her house
and we all ate the food she cooked.
I was not vegetarian then
and we ate her Turkey and mashed potatoes,
gravy and cranberry sauce.
It was so good.
So many happy people and such generosity.
She was not parsimonious on this night,
I regretted my ever calling her that
she was fun and she gave and gave.
feeding so many lonely and poor people.
She must have been 75.
I felt real love for her then and after.

19. Undreaming California: The End of Imagination
I’ve fallen out of the nest again, not ready for flight.
I have almost grasped the silk edge of the blanket
to crawl back under the warmth of the place
I used to call home.
I’m seeking the hidden fire in the depths
of the Redwoods and Ocean Pines.
I so miss California when I am gone.
I feel out of bounds in a land where no one sees me,
still caught between all I see and
the strange being I call myself.

Sometimes it’s winter in summer here,
and spring is in the fall,
and my heart feels its true color
is the daylight blue of the ordinary sky.
Im tired of the saying “time is fleeting”
when this is mistaken and only time really matters.
Time is the ocean not far from here,
it’s waves washing me into what buoys me up
and stretches me out,
across the bed of the waters,
and I yield myself up to the happiness
of the Point Reyes sun.
Ospreys nesting, purple Lupine bushes,
Willets flying over the incoming surf
and I see a Grey Whale leaping
out of Drake’s Bay at Limantour.
I cannot unbutton the air or take off the clothes of color,
nor unlock the surface of my skin or return
to the original light at the base of all the elements.
Tibetan myths brought to the West Coast
are also a dream.
The mystical center of California dreamers
is an illusion.
No such imaginary continent exists.
Persistant fictions no longer seduce me.
The infinite pattern of possibilities
is a Darwinian fact and not merely
a mandala snowflake falling into baroque geometries
at the center of my eye.
Forget the idealized snow that covers the facts
and watch instead the blue Crocus push up
and awake from the imagination.
I may not know why I breathe,
why, exactly, grass is green,
why bones and muscles make me able to move so well-why do so many strive in sorrow,
what makes a woman love her babies or
why the mind knows.
The overlooked facts of existence
are the most amazing parts of life
But I have answered a little of some of these questions.
Life is learning and being open to experience.

Coast Live Oaks
(California Wildflowers)

I can imagine a drop of water, an unseen star,
like a tiny mirror with all the universe in it
fall onto a grass blade.
Beside a pool of water, up on Mt Vision,
like a simple grass blade, I tremble in the chill wind,
even as the sun warms my up turned face.
I can imagine all sorts of things,
but this world is all that there is,
and imagining is not what brings reality into life.
Names are not things.
Come out of the clouds.
It was a mountain covered in Bishop, I mean Ocean Pines
before the fire of 1995 burned most of them.

Mount Vision is not a vision, after all.
It is a place beyond words, yes..
But it is closer to the Grey Whale leaping
I saw at Limantour, out of Drake’s Bay.
It is closer to Limantour
and Bird Watching.
California is not L.A.
which is a mistake---the city “that never should have been built”.
California is just the land,
not the cost of the land,
which is imposed on it
by money and greedy Banks.
California is real, free and Native.
The tragedy is the difference
between greed and native.

Moonlight on the Way up to Limantour
This is a small work, only a little bigger that what you see here. I drove up the road to
Limantour, and saw, before I got to Kule Loklo, on the Point Reyes Station side of
Inverness Ridge, the moon to the right of the car. I stopped and got out. The moon was
vibrating across the grasses. It was up in the sky revolving. I sat down, took my painting
set of Gouaches , my water and this board and started painting a small painting of what

I was seeing. What you see is what I did.

20.Anti-democratic Tensions
I seek refuge in nurturing,
gentle as embers in the dark
by which I keep warm.
It is me I protect from these frightening winds,
me that can no longer flee
in a world in love with flight.
I stand like a heron in the storm
trying to think only of summer calm.
A world that has already escaped me
finds me refusing to escape the world.
I’m up like a firefly in their darkening tree
agitated in the stillness and on fire with peace.
It is a time where those who ‘know’ are most ignorant.
Those who remember what is fair
are forgotten by the bigots of injustice.
Democracy was a desire for the nature-rich
poverty we had,
now being destroyed by the greedy.
Even the Great Barrier Reef is dying.
I clear the walls of my chamber of images
so I can be an artist that tells the truth.
I listen to hear my own voice
from the bottom of the well of being.
What there is left is fragile,
and what is worth knowing is little
and held onto with green ropes growing.
For them, good is bad and what is bad is good,
and I sit in the middle of this time,
watching the up go down,
fighting fictions
and the phonies who control false facts,
trying to find a way.

Looking at the Milky Way
Night and Rocks

These are the rocks east of Olema in the hills on the Ridge there. It was a fairly good
place to see the Milky Way there, on clear nights.

Great Horned Owl Flying Ab0ve Inverness Ridge

21. The Cycle of Existence.
My occasional cat, Broken Ear,
was often neglected by his owner, Franny,
my landlady, in Point Reyes.
So I cared for him and

let him come up and sleep with me.
A Great Horned Owl swooped
down on him one night,
but he saw it and saved himself.
I saw it nearly carry him away,
The screech of the Great Horned Owl is knowledge,
like a bone breaking at the bottom of the sea.
I even let mice live with me for a while,
till they got too brave and
ran on my face while I was sleeping.
Too many droppings where I made my food.
The smell of the cat kept them away,
unharmed.
Or I caught them in a garbage can and took them out
To where I saw the Western Tanager and let them go free.

Why does the world remember so little of all that is lost?
People disappear down the sink of time,
with all they knew.
But these small fragments of the real,
is all there is worth knowing.
As a rock split by the heat of the sun reveals
the interior, so between the severed halves
of my broken heart
I glimpse the content of my life.
I hear wind in the leaves, and think,
time comes and goes,
but it is not the present that moves,
it is my muscles and bones, my nerves, eyes and mind,--animal bodies are the most complex things on earth.
Behind me, the past blossoms,
before me, the air sparkles with the future.
I’m confused by the cycle of existence,
where it begins and ends, closer than my heart
further away than the limitless night sky.
Beneath the most ancient ruins,
above and beyond my death,
the planet turns,
and no one knows why.
I imagine I’ll resolve myself into a pearl,
and fall into the ocean of a woman’s heart,
and nourished by her spring winds,
I rise like a fish to the water’s surface,
with all the golden eggs of my children in my mouth

I’ll offer my best to her,
and looking for where the cycle begins and ends,
I return like an oyster to its shell,
and try to make myself a better pearl.
I love my kids with the best of what I am.
They are the pearls of of all the best I have been.

Fig Coming In and Pine Above the Pond.

22. Homecoming
In this dream at the edge of time,
reality is a feather that drifts through the grass
the light that shines on the sea
is turning my mind into glass.
The air rings like a bell
I hold hopes in my hands
like a bunch of wildflowers freshly cut
and offer this little gift
to nature
and all I am is given by it.
I do not entirely understand what I see,
I don’t entirely know where I am
time weighs like a stone on me
but wherever I look,
I am struck dumb with amazement
silent in wonder.
On this road through life, the grass moves,
the birds build nests,
the Egret flies with sun shining on its back and
the owl screeches ‘being’.
I am walking with light under my feet.
my forehead has turned the color of twilight
the moon in the mirror of myself rises
and my mind leaps like a deer.
I hear a voice in the forest
like a weeping echo of a family of Redwoods
And I jump into Lagunitas creek.
I honor the horizon and put Bay leaves in my hair.
I listen to the still hush of the night air
the inexpressible presence of the universe
trying to express itself
and I listen behind the curtain
of all I do not understand,
And peace like a feather
rises out of the well of my being,
nature opens a new world into my eyes,
and expanding, the hills roll in my heart,
the pink and lilac of the twilight
clouds float in my mind
and I offer the many colored flower of my being
to the river of time,
and watch it float
toward the silver light of the moon

on the water
I am a child of Point Reyes at last.
I always was, in fact.

Apple Tree and Deer Eating Apples.

23. Painting Point Reyes
1.Art history fails art when it does not see
with the eyes of the artist it studies.

Art critics wrongly think only the present is real.
The Shock of the New is boring,
merely the quicksand of the Markets.
One cannot go back in time, true,
but one can see with Leonardo’s eyes
pretty closely, if one puts the time in it.
So the Luminists knew a thing or two,
as Heade knew Hummingbirds and haystacks.
Fidelia Bridges knew Queen Anne’s Lace,
Leon Bonvin knew wild plants and Henry Thoreau knew
the golden warm “light on the backside in Autumn”…..
Art history is an old and present thing,
which is what “modern” artists have forgotten.

This is walking distance form where I lived in Point Reyes Station. This is not far from
where they built the dirt bridge every year. I have always thought this was an especially
calm and lovely painting. The only thing I am unsure about is the weeping willow tree. I
have thought about working on it. But this hung in my mom’s house, in her living room,
for many years. She liked it. I was glad she was happy with it and so I did not touch it. I
might still do it. It would just involve working on the Willow tree a little bit.
24.

The sky over Inverness Ridge
calls to me like an opal calling to stone.
On this darkening earth
I see twilight in crystal.
I am in the world as if the world were glass
and all the visible is luminous.
My breath is paint of the waters of the world,
as air around the flower I saw in my childhood
as clear and bright as the sunny inside lens of my eye.
I try to use gouache, watercolor, oil
and paint with light.
I look into the waters
with the multicolored eye of a fish.
I feel light like an Egret in a wetland
standing under the glow of the moon.

2.
I am of Point Reyes and Inverness
and I paint the pines and fog.
I shoulder my paint in a green bag.
I sit on the earth with my paint box
and water jar beside me
and I carry back home my pages
soaked with colored waters.
I sit on the mountain painting the Bay,
on the dunes painting ultramarine Lupine;
On the beach with a flashlight
perched on the rocks,

painting the moon drunk silhouettes
of the coastal cliffs
moonlit diamonds play in the seawaves.
I paint seals at Limantour, the rocks of Nicasio,
the daffodils at twilight….

Daffodils at Twilight

I sat many places for hours on end,
on the ground, painting.
My legs got used to it.
Now I am old and have to paint standing up,
or sitting in a chair.

Only twice did private property become a problem.
Once when I was doing a study of Wood Ducks
on a private pond, I had to go over a fence
and hide in a thicket to work.
One another occasion a man objected forcefully
to my car being on the side of ‘his’ private road.
I moved the car to the main road
30 feet away.
I did a series of works there on land
where the owner gave me permission to paint.
Private property is an arbitrary invention.

Wood Duck
1989

3.
Between the colored sky and the green earth
I have eyes to seek into the wonders
and a mind to feel into the depths of things.
Swimming in Lagunitas creek
I immerse mind and body in the blue creek
and smile up at the sky
I feel like a warm transparent stone
has become my breathing body.
Like a blade of grass under the morning sun
I’m luminous on the inside.
As a leaf in the sun,
I do not mourn the shortness of life,
the fugitive air, or the moving waters.
this is the world that is, and I offer all I am
to the disappearing twilight.

Lagunitas Creek

24. Confusion
What is given and what is taken away:
Is anything really ours?
Light appears as darkness sometimes
sometimes darkness appears lighter.
Am I present in my absence
and when I go away is it the same me who returns?
perhaps, perhaps not.
Such confusion in bird migrations
whole flocks of Brandt Geese, Snow Geese,
going this way and that,
who could say in what direction?

Geese Migrating Together
Under the Milky Way
(Drawn on a computer)

If I wait for someone at the mouth of a Creek
where the river moves down
to the rising tide of the sea,
what is up and what is down.
Where are the people to meet? --life flows everything together.

The moon in my heart waxes and wanes
a loved one’s face, appears, but then is gone forever.
I know what it means to long for one gone away
But she never came back.
Someone tells me it is not you
who has gone away--- it is I who have left?
Really? I thought love was constant, but is it?
It must therefore be me who turned my back
and faced the shadow cast by the sunlight.
I thought I was waiting for you
when all I needed to do was turn around and
see, no one waits for me.
So when I walk towards home again,
on the green path,
joyous in expectation of an imaginary reunion,
you are not there and I am running to meet you
again
but you are not there,
waiting behind the flowers,
shimmering pink and Lilac.
But when I have kids, then what?
All these games go away
and the universe is its own meaning,
glowing in the twilight and outside it.
Animal lives are our origin
remember this and the confusion goes away.
Okapi, bird babies in a nest, Fox kits play.
A Great White Egret
stands in the salt grass.
Get out of your head
and look at the children playing
they are not confused at all.

Snow Geese Flying Against the Milky Way

This is a real painting unlike the one above. That one is just one of many that I was
thinking about. This one was done from some old pictures I found, if I remember from
the 1920s or 30s. I combined the photos with my own imagination.

California Lizard,
possibly a Blue Belly
Scelopourus Occidentalis?
Western Fence Lizard?

25.Stupid Man
Life weaves me in whatever web it wishes

and caught in my own devices, I’m unbound,
and released like a moth to fly towards a flame.
Contradictions abound
I untie the stone of my heart
and drop myself in the sea of longing
and I am swimming and swimming
But in the end, I go nowhere.
I break my own heart like a branch,
stupid man,
only to fall next to a flower.
I untangle my vines like a tree
and I blossom,
So out of my imaginary tomb
I will sing, anyway,
of the joys of real life.
I am not a sage,
I merely sought for a way
out of the homeless heartache
of contemporary life.
I found it too.
maybe I am not as stupid as I thought.
The meaning of life is finding your riches
in poverty.

Great White Egret

26. Love Song
My hand in your hand,
my eyes are in your eyes,
and the kiss of my breath

is between your lips.
Even as I lose you
I abandon my desires
to the welcome of your eyes.
I lay down like dew on your wildflowers
I lay down like a flower between your breasts.
I curve around you like a stream,
seeking an end to motion
to rest at last in your still opening heart.
I do not think of moments, rather my mind
thinks around you like a ring.
I cannot move away
from the circle
that turns between us.
Time blossoms now and here,
I hear myself singing.
Under you I am golden,
before you I am green.
and we are growing older.
But troubled by time,
yes, I know you are already lost,
and I am saying goodbye
even as I offer my eyes to your eyes,
and my breath to your lips,
and a tear slides
down my cheek.

Me, more or less midway between the Lighthouse and Chimney Rock. One can
see Sea Lions and Elephant Seals from here. Taken by my Mom.

27. What I was in Those Days
What is life
but aging with what you love,
my skin thin and wrinkled,
trying to complete the uncompleted heart
but never being able to, entirely.
Like painting the perfect painting,
it cannot be done.
One gives away the azure bird
of the body to one’s off spring.
My kids cannot imagine me without them,
but I was another person in those days.
Distill the work of art and mind
until the light of air, wind, cloud and star
becomes objective with clarity.

Opening your mind to these fragments of being
You share your learning with earth, sea, sky and
unravel the cord of days out of your aging being.
It is best to keep to yourself,
or stay at least with those who know you well,
as so many are full of envy, hate and greed.
I know that there is only this world and nothing else
and it is the summit of wonder and valley of sorrow
like an old seagull with your sternum bone against the wind
you grow older and older,
trying to sing a song to the earth,
even as your body fails.
The old eagle folds its wings
and knows it can no longer fly.
You were an eagle in your day
And flew beyond the need of gods
thanking the earth for cells, desire and breath.
There was nothing else to be done.
You had to do it.

Egret at Limantour

28.The Fiction of Mystic Transcendence.
No point in taking the heart out of my heart
no point in unraveling the clothes of time.
There is some point in living
on the other side of my eyes,
and some point in being the light of hope
that filters through other’s tears.
I get that much.
Yes, I was one who flew incredible distances,
into the nether worlds of the mind.
But so what?
Does that really mean anything and if so, what?

Those mystical excesses leave me cold now.
But here among actual beings and things
I want to tell the earth. It is enough,
I cannot be more full of wonder,
I cannot stand any more joy.
But the oceans of mind beneath oceans of understanding,
still leave incomplete knowledge beneath these seas.
There is still need of day and night,
of color and colorlessness.
Eclipsing the world in a gray fog is not wise.
No luminous nous or pneuma,
nor apophatic conceits for me.
I know my skin is part air,
and my hands are of the earth.
I dig with a shovel,
planting Milkweed for endangered Monarch
Butterflies.
Even if my mind is the flight of birds,
Real birds are more amazing.
Yes, I am not among the dead anymore,
they live inside me,
fading as all beings fade..
I am, and will be for awhile yet.
I have not drowned, there is no more sea,
waiting for me to die into.
Yes, I am not breathing, life is breathing me.
Yes, in a way the world turns through me,
around me and I am alive by air,
touched by the world as beings
move on this spinning world.
I have my weathers. wild forest storms,
arctic winds, spring flowering softness.
But once I thought I was embraced by winds.
once that I was kissing the waters of the sky.
Once that I held my arms around light.
I thought words were failing me,
the sea of speech was turning into air,
air was turning into light,
and the light that is hidden
was giving up all sounds.
My ears could not hear,
yet I was the hearing of everywhere,
I thought I was falling upwards.
I remember sitting in my car outside
my cousin’s orange house on Colusa St. in Berkeley
and inside me I felt a universal radiance,
a holy spirit, like

“One still star, everywhere shinning infinitely.”
I wrote this.
I could feel all that.
It is silly, isn’t it?
Yes I could fly incredible distances
or so I imagined,
but it was all self suggested fiction,
fictional transcendence,
subjective emotions pressed into imaginal forms,
beyond forms even,
made to fit into a metaphysical construction,
shamanist excess, medicinal posturing.
Humans are capable of this
adult make believe.
I was too.
I foolishly thought the Intellect opened into me.
I left all that behind
when I figured out the so called “Intellect”
it is just reasoning and feeling in fictions.
Now the newspaper is all crumpled
the phone rings,
another telemarketer, trying to sell me junk I don’ t want.
I hang up on them.
What is the difference between this
and Quantum Mechanics?
I have work to do.
I paint, write and care for kids.

Tree Frog, Ca.
Photo by Author (2007)

29.The Birds of Point Reyes.
I studied Crows in my teens
and developed a deep affection for them.
Saw a Pileated Woodpecker in Southern Ohio
and thought I discovered a prehistoric species,
not realizing yet, that all species are prehistoric.
Starlings in London were amazingly loud and numerous,
wheeling about in the air in great arcs.
They liked the English Sycamore tree.
Saw my first Red Belly Woodpecker in Ohio
before Point Reyes.
I could be up the coast in Trinidad
or I could be in Ukiah.
But it was in Point Reyes that
I really started studying birds in earnest.

I began with the Acorn Woodpecker,
which lived up the hill from me in Inverness Woods..
I worked as a ‘gopher’ on a construction site,
building a Church for Russian Orthodox Nuns.
Digging post holes and getting this or that.
5000 acorns drilled into holes
on a single, huge Douglas Fir tree,
and maybe 30 trees like that,
just for the one colony of birds.
They had gathered enough lunch for decades.

Acorn Woodpecker Granary Trees:Douglas Firs. 1997-2018
(Elephant Mountain in background)

To the left is New Mellray Monestery in 1986 and the right is St Eugene’s Monastery. In
1986. I stayed for a few days in the monastic community in Iowa and helped build the
Chruch doing aloot of the “gopher” work, on the right, which is near Lagunitas Creek in
Inverness Park. I did the trees behind the Church in the painting above. This was during
my religion period which extended up till 1991.C 1986 Photos by author.

2.
I saw two Golden Eagles
gliding down the hill
and over the Valley
of Walker Creek, one day.
Wild and free they were, together.
Nothing to do with human beings.
3.Up Pierce Point Road.
Kestral’s, sharp and fast,
hover, looking for food,
grasshoppers or little birds.
Some days in winter,
up that way, the fog is so thick
I have to open my car window,
and a few times even open my car door
and drive a few miles an hour
because I can only see four feet,
barely make out the edge of the road.
Surf Scoter’s in Tomales Bay,
eating Herring fry perhaps.
Tundra Swans flying against Inverness Ridge.
Tundra Swans Flying up Tomales Bay.

This is an earlier version of the same work. Notice there were originally 5 of them. I
eventually realized that I could be more accurate about the swans if I only depicted 3 of
them.

4.Wonderful small family groups of California Quail,
the males’ bobbing black plume,
white lines on the black cheeks,
designs on their plump bodies, like scales on a fish
but warm and hearth colored.
Bobwhite of the west.
Family oriented, purring, cooing,
monkey calls, and coveying
babies around all the time, blue or purple in some lights.
One of my favorite western birds.

5.Wood Ducks in ponds, Grey Pelicans, White Pelicans,
more rarely, elegant flyers above or over wave crests,
Barn Owls in Giacomini’s barn,
sitting out pellets I found on the ground,
flying out of the barn opening, to me,
sitting low across the street,
On a car stopping curb,
the barn owl came up to my face
turned a few feet in front of me,
screeched, blood curdling sound.
Flew away, finally, I knew I was in.

I am keeping this up just to show the quality of the image I was able to get 25 years ago.
The one above it is far better. It was made outside with a digital camera, so that the light
and color are better.

Barn Owls on Inverness Ridge

Photo of where I lived in the upper windows in Point Reyes.
My mother was visiting then, she rented the brown car there.

You can see I thought about this a lot. This is a street level study. The one above that is
much higher, 15-20 feet higher. The impetus for this image was the owl coming towards
me, almost to my face. It was rather scary to have an owl come that close. Amazing that I
managed to stay calm. I knew that if I didn’t I would never be in with the owls. You can
see the owl coming but it is still 10 feet or so away.

The lower owl is flying toward the viewer. This is the original experience I had with the
owls, where it flew like this right up near my face when it turned and went back to the
barn.
There are paintings like this one which is very local to the time and place where they
were done. I actually saw the owls just like this. He other animals are added. I only saw
the two owls. Here are a few birds, a Fox, a Jack Rabbit, maybe.

6.Corvids, like the long distance Raven, seen often.
Steller Blue Jay. Jaunty shaking of the blue crest,
quick and smart, will steal food if it can,
and I never blamed it for doing that.

Stellar Jay on a Granite Rock in a Pond in the Sierras

Stellar Jay on Granite Rock in Water

7.Shorebirds. I studied many of these over numerous years.
The Willets, Sandpipers, Curlews, Godwits….

Curlew in Bolinas

Curlew at Limantour
8.Egrets, Snowy, Cattle and Great White,
in late spring still out on the salt grass
when the moon comes up over Elephant Mountain.
For years I was in love with the white color changing to
many colors in different lights. It became
pink and lilac at twilight, for instance.

9.Some farmers in Point Reyes are friendly
some are not. But I asked the farmer
if I could go on ‘his’ land to look at birds.
He said yes.
I hoped to find the Western Tanager,
He did not think it on ‘his land’.
He did not know his land very well.

Western Tanager
I only saw it twice, but such a lovely bird.
I also found it not far from where I put the mouse
that crawled on my face when I was asleep.
He had been living with me for some time,
but after that I had to catch him
and bring him down the road a mile or so.

The Chickadees in Western states have a Brownish or Ochreish back.

10. White tailed Kite, hovering in one spot
like the Kestral does, those red eyes.
Watching.
Or in a branch cleaning its grey wing tips.
11 Oystercatcher. Very rare bird all
along the coast. Lives on Limpets and Mussels,
so strictly found along the rocky coast.
I have only seen one group of them,
which I studied for some time,
up above Humboldt County,
near Crescent City.
There are reports of them in Point Reyes too.

detail

Nesting Ospreys Feeding Young

12. Night Herons. We lived in a house
up the coast from Point Reyes that had a roost
of Night Herons in some redwood trees
who slept there and woke us up everyday
with their humming woks and cauks.
13. Western Grebe
Saw them running two of them together
on water at Tule Lake.
Common in Point Reyes and Humblodt county too.

Western Grebe on Lagunitas Creek with Babies.

30.Hard Lesson

John Welch, a friend, who was kind to me
more than once, when I was down,
had me for a Tofu and Kale dinner one day.
He had a weathered grey shack
near Walker Creek and he said
I could barrow his canoe.
He left it near the road for me.
It was a big old four person canoe
And I could barely lift it,
but I roped it atop my car, struggling under it,
and unloaded it
near the Bay at Nick’s Cove,
my favorite restaurant near there.
I got it down to the water and spent
the day researching
the delta salt flats of Walker Creek,
finding birds eggs and tracks.
I set out at twilight to the beach
near the mouth of Tomales Bay
and set up a camp with a little fire
and enough driftwood to keep me warm
for the night.
But even with a small sleeping bag
it was cold and hard to sleep.
The lonely beauty
of the night sky was too immense
and the Sand Crabs of many sizes,
( falsely called sand fleas
when actually they are crustaceans)
come up out of the sand.
I stayed up most of the night thinking,
watching stars and sand crabs walking around
Some fog came in and started dripping
so I found some Cypress trees and
slept there for awhile, mostly dry.
the next day I explored some more,
found a Barn Owl killed by a Great Horned,
probably, explored the salt flat some more
and headed home, picking up some Oyster shells.
I explored the old night life cabins and bar,
a derelict vestige of the nature ignorant city,
its huge mirror broken all over the floor.
it stood in its ruin on stilts over the Bay,
about to collapse.
I was worn out, tired and had little strength.

But I learned a lot about the lonely universe
and the hard struggle to live on it.
I managed to get the canoe back
to John’s with great difficulty.
It was a struggle.
It was a sad, struggling journey
into the lives of wild birds,
sand crabs and the cycle of day and night,
against which life struggles to keep going.
I came to understand this.

Red (swamp) Milkweed, Swallowtail. Green Darner Dragonfly, Bull Frogs
In Heroes Wetland
I wrote to John and asked him to take photos for me. He wrote back saying he couldn’t do it. It is
a very personal thing to do. He was right of course. I saw him one more time, when we went
there is 1998 and we taking pictures near Walker Creek. He was out with a cane, walking to get
mail for him in his mailbox near where I picked up the canoe some years before. I didn’t realize
how sick he was. We were in a hurry and said so to him. He had invited us to dinner. We made a

mistake to decline. H died shortly after near Walker Creek. He was always a very nice man. I
miss him. I am sorry he died. I suspect he had Aids but I am not sure. I put this painting up partly
because of John Welch one of the nicest men I met in California.

Abalone Shell

31.Love Song 2.
I hold your face like the shy face of a deer.
The meaning of life enters my eyes
like the sun rising above the ocean.
I imagine I’ve opened a well in the sky
and I’m drinking water out of the depths.
It seems I’ve found my body and mind,
and I am learning to see.
I think I have become the 5 colors of the eyes
and the delighted brilliance that you are
shines through me.
I want the waters of my heart
to merge with the waters of your heart
I want to share with you the sun in the trees.
I want to touch your eyelids.
Like a small flower touched
by a single drop of rain,
I want your lips to touch mine.
I’m falling like a flower petal
into the center of your nest
like the moon suddenly shinning

out from a cloud.
The same sun which brings all beings to birth
brings me to you
and the same sun which calls the birds to flight
calls you to me.
Like a bird in a nest,
I wait for the sun to rise,
and long before sunrise, already,
I give my body to the singing.

Bolinas Ridge

32. Mirror of Life.
Do not anthropomorphize,
I tell myself.
But now that I don’t want

to keep anymore secrets,
I open my mouth and
utter incomprehensibilities.
The sun has no face,
and has no lips
yet between its lips
beauty is breathing and
beings make life out of air.
The mirror that turns
to see itself is no mirror,
and so I, turning to look at myself’
turn and see nothing but wind
and the luminous shadows left by stars.
In the colored mists of dawn
the weather changes like a human face,
with its eyes open,
and looking at me, it inclines,
longingly, toward my colored lips.
It may be absurd that the sky
has eyes which moisten, I know,
or that the green earth should smile
and hold towards me a tender hand.
They do.
But one hour of life, how else can one express it?
If one who is dying gave a flower
to one who is healthy,
who understands the meaning of the flower?
Such a flower earth gave me,
like a drop of honey that sweetens my eyes.
I think I understand something
about the language of the bees
because all the world glows like amber now.
Everywhere I look is glad,
and everywhere is space and existence.
Tonight I have turned into air,
and spontaneously, out of air and light
I have become myself at last.
It is not that I am walking on waters
but rather that the multicolored
mirror of evolution
holds me, too, in its amazing gaze.

This is one that is still not done. Maybe never will be. We went to Yosemite one day in
August. Big mistake, too many people and me, hardly one of them, but all people
seemed from Los Angeles, and they acted like sheep following others around. So I took
lots of pictures of the Merced River and we found places totally void of people, where we
went skinny dipping. What great fun we had.

33..Point Reyes Paintings 2.
Where will I be when all being is gone?
Answer: I won’t.
I wish I would be, we all do,
but I have dragged too many dead animals
off the road and seen them die
and I have seen too many people,
who are animals, die just like them,

to think otherwise.
People die for gods who do not exist,
to serve governments that could care less about them,
For generals who only want to look good
for their rich friends.
War is so sad and so unnecessary.
Yes, some of me will be in my children and spouse,
and yes,
in my art and writing, but who I was
and will be and am now, will be gone.
My painting in Point Reyes taught me that.
Painting is better than writing,
writing always has something
of the fictive and abstract about it, even if one tries,
as I have in these poems, to remove the fictive.
But painting can be real,
and it can be if one works at it enough.
This writing illustrates the paintings
and not vice versa as much.
Delacroix said he really didn’t
learn to paint till he was 60.
I understand that now.
Slowly one learns to look carefully,
hand and mind work together.
with the ecology of beings.
I am 60 now too.

34. Point Reyes Wildflowers.
Now that the other world has left me
and I am found in this one,
I am surrounded with Tidy Tips
and Blue Eyed Grasses.
No longer burying my heart in myths and gods,
I am drinking the light of yellow and purple Lupine
as deep as the cerulean sky.
Flowering lands are all around me
before the mists come in over the Ridge.
I am alive with the life of this place

and I cover my eyes with my hand
uncover them, and Douglas Firs
and Ocean Pine tower above me.

Small Douglas Fir on Inverness Ridge

My world is now made of my own inner soils
and salt sands of the seaspray,
intimate and quiet fogs roll in and surrounds me.
I was born here in the soil of so much dying,
And it’s like a wind off the Point Reyes cliffs
was tied into a shape
that can assume all flower shapes.
And red stemmed Stone Crop (Dudleya)
is growing on the cliff face
and my hands are always reaching to this land.
There is no help for me now,
I am falling over the edge of all falling,
and where else shall I go now,
now, that I have found where all going has arrived.
All that I am is part of this green and yellow earth,
these Manzanita blossoms, these Indian Paint Brushes,
Cobweb and Bull Thistle and
and I press my cheek to the California Poppies
and I see I have always been part
of this land of the rainbow.
I have taken root and now blossom
in this island of Madrone and Pine trees,
rising out of the sea.
“Come home” I hear in the fogs,
“I am home”, I say into the sky.

I was not very happy with the painting above. So I made the one below out of it, a few
years ago. I am writing this is 2021. So it was probably in 2019 I did that. I like it much
better now.

Elk in Cypress and Fog

35 Monterey Cypress
.
Vincent knew the Italian Cypress.
He was right about roots but not the writhing green.
That was a part of his expression
The dark green of the Monterey Cypress tree
is different:
I’m thinking of the ones out Pierce Point way,
these are not death.
The star above me, my breath, my life:
they are not death either.
The black green flames of the Cypress
rise between earth and sky
and I turn the soil of myself underground.
Real life comes from rock and roots,
the top surface of leaves,
not from the imaginary beyond.
I am not one lost or blinded by my own shadow.
and even if my face is wet with tears,

it’s because I love life so much.
There is no life outside of time.
My mind turns around nature like a wheel.
The colors of things, my skin, my body, my eyes,
would not exist without sunlight.
I see the Cypress, doing its work.
I do my daily work with needle and scissors,
now, with pencils, brushes and colors,
and new grass, a few baby trees
and some wildflowers
are growing from the squirrel tilled ground.

36. Existence
A spark of a clear sky
flew into my eyes

and the world most people call real
now is unreal to me.
Artificial cyberlands of religions and money
Create an unreal bubble they live in.
None of that is real.
All that is real is a child’s hands,
sun in leaves, the bark of trees.
I seek it in the way the sea looks at me.
I see it in the distant blanket of clouds moving
beneath me, as I look down from Mt Vision.
My hands, muscles, bones and veins show me,
the mind is the body,
go inside yourself and see.
Study anatomy.
The luminous air holds sky and light
that moves around the globe.
I look from everywhere into everything,
and though I cannot see everything,
I can see some of this Island of Existence.
Space, time, atmosphere, matter:
trillions of beings growing from that.
I seek beyond seeking to rest
in my mind to know real things.
I’ve gone beyond the edge of what I believed
into the acceptance of the little that I know.

Beyond the Frontier that never was
I stand at the edge of Amerika
looking into a world that has no name yet.
Beyond the end of my age
existence comes upon me
with its unanswered mystery.
Perhaps I studied history so much
to answer my kids about their life in the future.
I moved to Point Reyes to ask why am I here?
I do not feel dread at the bark of a tree trunk,
like Sartre--I am not an existentialist --nor see “the being of being” as an excuse
to make a new religion, as Hiedegger did.
Such an ‘essence of being’, is make believe.
I find Sand Dollars on the beach
Below the wind, and rain sculpted cliffs above me.
A Raven lands on the cliff and calls to its mate.

Dinosaurs once walked this beach as I do now.
Pterodactyls flew on wave tops as Pelicans now do.
Twisted driftwood above the waves,
My daughter plays in the tidal pools
and gets the courage to touch a green Sea Anenome.
It shivers and pulls its tentacles in.
Sometimes I find the bladder of Kelp plants
attached to the blades.
less often I find the whole algae plant
with the holdfasts that hold fast to the searocks,
where abalone sits and Sealions swim.
I swing the blade and bladder of the kelp
in a circle around my head to show
my daughter what the earth
does around the sun.
Existence is a holdfast that keeps me
fixed in the midst of life,
facing the difficulties and the wonders.
My feet are adapted to earth
I am no longer lost in dreams
my brain made up-I am here
and not ashamed.

Pelicans Flying,
done in Sumi Ink

Pelican Flying
Oil.

Above the Clouds
1989- 2014
This is atop Mt. Vision. You can see a pentimenti of the tree trunk (Ocean pine) in the
middle of the grasses. Believe it or not you can see form here out over the ocean. Below
is a poor quality image of what it looked like Usually I am pleased with the changes I do.
I am unsure in this case. I ike awpcts of them both, I dislike aspects of the one below,
namely the tree itself. It is a rare piece that is overworked.

This is an earlier version of the above painting with on Ocean pine in it. You can see the
fog coming in above the Pacific Ocean. We are on top or Mt Vision.

Ocean Pine

This was done around the same time as the one above it, if I remember rightly.

Our Cat named Paws in California

37. Where We Are.
Humans think they are the whole of existence
but clearly, they are not.
Men are not gods, gods are not gods,

Jesus and Marx were wrong.
Braggarts, Priests, con-men,
businessmen and thieves
teach people to lie to themselves.
Clutches of testosterone poisoned men
egg eachother on to new cruelties,
in the name of money or religion.
Invocations of god-names, prayers,
were so much wasted time.
I took the glass bubble of magical thinking
from around my thought,
so now I can try to see the world as it really is.
I dig down into the sand of my heart
to find the green crystal of being
that came to exist in the ancient seas.
To see the world as it is, simple, not a grand thing.
I know the men in suits and ties
that are counting their riches
while killing the seas all life was born in.
They live in nature free cities
and bomb each other
with Shock and Awe
or fly airplanes into buildings,
worshiping gods that do not exist
to justify their perfidious acts.
Choose your poison: the people that
deliberately torture others or the people
who fly airplanes into buildings, killing the innocent.
I choose neither, each worshiping their different gods.
One a god of dollars and
the other a god of desert revenge.
These people want to turn me away
at the Door of Delusions
They do not want me to pass through.
They deny me the right of return.
But I gave all the gods up.
I extinguished that candle of false hopes.
I was afraid of being burned
by the false fires of fictional gods.
But, I passed through them anyway,
When I saw they were unreal.
I opened the door beyond my illusions.
I do not give credence to their delusional beliefs,
so, of course, they despise me.
Now I live on the river bends, and
seek my way across these mountains and rivers,

and eventually find
that all places are Point Reyes.
and all that rises up comes
from earth and sun and rain.
This is who I am.
People hurls curses at me.
But I move on,
at least the world is real now
and I love my children
our cats and the birds outside
who also love their children.
The moon is ours.
To them I am black or a Native
who no longer belongs here.
Hence I am invisible,
and walk in my home as an exile.
Homeward bound even if far from home.

38. Color Wheel Lake
Is it another world here,
on the other side of words,
where things are real?
Suppose grief is thrown like a flower
and floats away downstream…
is that real?
Probably not.
real grief festers and never really goes away.
There is no replacement for deeply loving.
But suppose ambition is forsaken
because the attainment is useless-----that might be real--no more the busy world running after city-shadows,
seeking the radiating darkness of fame or wealth.
Where would that bring you?
Here in Point Reyes is a still lake,
turning like a rainbow
in a daily wheel of colors.
Cinnamon Teals come,
Red Tails fly over,

a Song Sparrow sings.
A moving rainbow
of colored sky revolves over the lake.
I know that is real because I have seen it.
I hear a bird call on the other side of the hills,
And I know it is a Sand Hill Crane,
even though I cannot see it, my ears see it.
I listen to myself, trying to tell the truth.
Your eyes open beneath
the touch of my fingers
or we hold hands.
It felt like the beginning of evolution
each opening of my eyes into yours
might be conception or birth.
The nature of the world is
this longing for one another,
and when the world draws us apart
I long to return to you.
Even in our child’s eyes,
I see the meaning of life
seeking approval and learning
with their eyes.
We are water, carbon and air,
between fingers entwined
we live beside plants.
That is why I lit a candle for you
on the far side of the Bay
and I wait for you,
Until you come home to me.

39. The Question of the Earth
I give alms from the palm of my hand
but it is a paltry amount compared
to the sun who shines on all of us for free.
Water is free,
or mostly so,
but they are trying to ruin that too.
Oh and yes,
they are ruining the air and causing global warming.
The spendthrift riches of the Point Reyes skies,

seas and land. is enormous.
Left alone, the earth remakes itself, balances the weather
life sustains itself, makes air breathable.
No “God” created earth, species created themselves.
They should be honored for what they did and do,
worms, clams, Wolverines, Sandpipers.
Every living being everywhere.
shines with a pulsing heart of life
glowing in remembrance of multicolored days.
The Amazon effects the rain weather
all the way to Ohio and Patagonia.
Cargill Corporation cuts down Rain Forest
and effects global warming all over the place
yet pays no one fairly,
but bloated CEO’s make too much
for the corruption they foster.
Their wealth is earth’s starvation.
Nature is generous, corporations are selfish,
repellent with greed, cutting and killing.
Nature gives freely,
corporations steal from the earth
and all that live un it. Henry said that
‘in Nature “is the preservation of the world”
This is literally true.
Corporate death and destruction
compared with natural life.
which do you choose?
Compare slash and burn
and toxic farming with chemicals,
to letting a wild field grow.
Which to choose should not
even be a question.
Should the earth come to your doorstep
and try to embrace you,
will you throw her down the stairs
or embrace her back?
America was a dream once,
but now the dream is over,
it left too many dead beings.
Nation states are done,
what is left is the democracy
of evolution and natural processes.
It was earth, not imaginary gods,
who made you.
Honor earth and all that live on it
is to honor yourself.

Wood Ducks and Pond

40. Learning from Life
Since the day I learned of my own existence
I have tried to share it with others.
Yet, even though few care,
and even fewer acknowledge what I have done
a few drink of these secret waters
sweet and flavored like flowers.
How slow and stubbornly I learn
and how inconstant,
I have to relearn things all the time
yet I keep at it,
I won’t give up,
learning from light on the hills
and the constant movement of clouds.

Some days I learn from bird’s sounds,
some days from my kids, their swings and kites,
their books and pencils.
Some days I am reduced to despair,
but the next day I am up
and learning from nature again.
I wait for the coming of knowledge
like wind waits,
on the other side of the glass,
waiting for the window to open.

Paintings done in Point Reyes, 1988-89

This is a few of the Paintings done by me. There they are hanging on the kitchen wall in
my apartment where I lived in Point Reyes Station. You can see that the painting in the

lower left was elaborately built up. There is a whole bank there as Lagunitas creek is
pretty narrow. I like it better without the closer bank. I took that out.
The seascape on the lower right side was given to a dentist in return for some dental
work. He very much got the better part of the deal. I am not saying he did a bad job. I
am saying I am sorry all these years later that I could not afford to pay him. It was not
worth it to give him an art work.
The one of the upper right is gone too. I believe it was bought by a woman named
Joann, who was a friend of Franny Wessner. She lived in Las Vegas and worked as a
card dealer in the casino. I should not have sold it and almost immediately regretted it.
This photo was probably taken in 1989. There was a much better photo of it but it was
taken by a woman in Bloomington. I asked for it back but she did not reply. The negative
of that photo was taken by another woman in Bloomington. Yes, none of these people
know how much I was hurt by their selfishness. They assumed that because they
thought themselves important, they could be selfish, and so the were. They were not
aware of those they hurt in the process.

I love this painting. You can see the left corner was filled up at one point. The painting
above, with the 6 paintings in it--the lower left one, the lower left part of the painting
that was taken out. I like it much better simpler. He river turns here and becomes
slowly, Tomales Bay, shortly beyond here. It is nearly the bay where I did the Western
Grebe painting.

41. The Creative Life
When they brought me into the world,
I suffered in pain,
And now as I try to bring the world into myself
I suffer again.
Is this the price of joy in life?
the price of beauty and wind in the trees?
This is the price of what my seeing sees,
the facts of red yellow green and blue.
The price of art and reality is sad and lovely,
without pay.
My eyes are female,
to the beauty of the world
and I receive its love
like the kiss of being.
To the earth that brings
my being to flower,
I suffer with joy as I bring you,
the plenty of my fruits.

Egret in Pond, 1988

I made a larger one of these, a second one. Through I think the smaller one is a bit
better in parts. But only in parts. There have been many times when I thought this one is
better than the one above. This preference is reflected in the fact that this one has a
frame built around it and the smaller one does not. Suffice it to say that they are
different though similar works and that each has its virtues and its problems.

These 7 paintings were created at what is now called Tomales Bay Ecological Preserve. It
did not have this name then as it was privately owned. I got permission from the owner
to be on the land and paint. I was there for at least three months doing these. I tend to
think of this series as the heart of my work in Point Reyes. This is not t say I did not do
various and different things. I did. What I like about this arrangement is the chroma or
disposition of the color. This shows how various the color is, yet despite that, there is a
coloristic harmony among all these works. This is true of all the painting I did in Point
Reyes.

42.Eyes, Light and Twilight.
So, light is not made wet by water
Whereas water is brought to life by light.
How do you explain that?
I saw this swimming in Lagunitas Creek,
After I saw the thin water snake,
swimming beside me.
No one knows what light is exactly.
So, you are part of nature,
but think you are more than that,
but now you learn you are not.
Where did that illusion come from?
From pretentious books, religion,
the ideology of capitalism,
the false pride of human centeredness?
My eye is like twilight,
like the evening Star, colorless,
neither of night nor of day,--yet, inside my eyes,
the wonders of the world are
contained, in rainbow colors.
It is water, yes, water…
I understand.
Leonardo, you were right.
To be part of nature is no shame.
So, I fall like a tree, in the forest
and my seeds spread out
looking for new ground
to grow like other trees.
I protect a bird from a storm
blown down from a tree

behind the curtain of my hands,
just as I seek protection
from a storm in my house.
My eyes are not that different
than vegetables,
and see the forest,
to know the true from the untrue,
like sunlight from rain.
Large quantities of water makes
lots of rain, lots of rain make
the rivers and oceans deeper
deeper than blue, indigo and violet,
ultimately as deep as red lava
in the sea, making new lands.

Flat Area Across, or North of Inverness Park
near to Mouth of Tomales Bay

This is near the Tomales Bay Ecological Preserve. This is one of the earliest paintings
done at Fran Wessner’s house. I would live there for 3 years.

43. Additions
I thought you had eyes,
until I could not see you anymore.
What is the point of looking for a “you”, when
“you” are only another that obscures all that is real.
“You” are not real, by which I mean gods,
and all they portend, that is not real.
For awhile I misnamed the already here.
You are no “You”. Rumi was totally wrong.
I will stop playing games with pronouns
and calling “you” that. In fact ‘thou art’ not ‘that’,
to put it another way.
I thought gods were real till I met what is real.
The actual, the real is with me now
in the pulse of my heart.
I uncover the light in the silver mirror
of being and it is the river beside me.
The water that soaks the dirt of the ground,
gives flowers and worms their life,-it comes up and goes down with seasons and tides
this is what we are and
why we give ourselves to each other,
even in arguments.
Say it clearly:
I was sick many years ago-( in 1997) and nearly died,
when I woke up from it I knew I had been
dreaming all those years before.
I knew then,
that what my body knew was true and real,
but what my mind knew was to be questioned.
In other words, I come to our falling house and
straighten the boards, floors and ceilings.
We rebuild around the cornerstone of each other.
We offer house, body and breath
and we make us a shape pleasing to the other.
Will we make babies soon?

I hope so,
what could be better than that!

44.All Around Us 1
When I look at you
it seems the sky is under my eyes
and my hands try to reach you
without hands.
Sometimes the sky opens below me and
I hear waters of singing birds:
The sun seems a living being,
and the grasses are desires

through which I walk
through awareness of the mystery
of being alive on earth.
Stay by my side like a lamp of kisses
under these trees
where we live
between our loves of each other.

45. All Around Us 2
I clear my mind of entrapping images
to see the reality of all that is
before and behind me.
I do not want to disappear into you
but to lean my head against your breast
and find strength there.
We take each other by the hand
and become a blossom that flowers.
Having children, there is no bigger mystery
than them and their growing.
What a life it is in the world
of stars and trees!

Douglas Fir

46. Friendships
Once I called into the wind
until I could feel the tidal power of the moon
quiver in my outstretched hands.
I thought I was as light as a feather
lifting up the weight of my feet
with no more need of ground.
I touched that day the Native hem
of the dress of America
before it became that.
America is false: it is called Turtle Island.
I have never forgotten it,
the moonlight and the voice
from the Indian Burial ground,
the colored flags on the tree,

the porcupine-quill leather moccasins,
the quiver of my hands.
20,000 years or more of them,
and I live here too,
I grasp how they saw the land,
listening to feathers in the wind,
Cottonwood seeds like snow in early summer,
Before that Orioles are returning
and sunset like a fire across the earth,
burning bright without terror,
but burning with beauty,
instead.

Scrubby Ocean Pine near Limantour

Native Singer

47. Defense against the Times
If I could be still in your hands
If I could come into your arms
and look up into the warm light of your eyes
If you could soothe me with understanding.

If you would speak to me again,
hold my face and look into my eyes
I could kiss your hands
and feel my forehead against your forehead.
If I could only hold you now.
I could cease being against my times
Cease the fight against the decay
for a little while,
stop giving myself away for nothing
with no make believe god
to say a wasteful thanks to.
The making of art
is the endless reproduction of life
when all they care about is money,
destroying anything or anyone to get it.
In this world of marauding greed
what is there but protecting birds
and threatened trees still standing.
Where else to live,
but in the light of the eyes,
The effort to see clearly
when so many do not see at all.
If I could only hold you now.

48.A Good Life.
Only in your gaze do I feel complete.
You came to me out of the midst
of the compass of the earth and myself,
coming to me like sweet honey
out the painful stone of myself.
I don’t want to lose you
or be apart from you,
we have been together so many years.
The light in your eyes is comfort and peace
Give me knowledge of the way to your love,
and when I arrive there, let our children
teach me ignorance of the way back.
Forward is the way that comes beckoning
through the wildflowers and wild birds.

Firelight
This is not in Point Reyes. It is in Ohio. The last poem was about this kind of life, so I
include it here.

49. The Excluding World.
Since I stopped seeing the world as an exploit
externalizing nature for profits
they push me afar
and those who might love me, turn away.
It is not that I do not see anymore,
I see too much,
and my mind is wasted with looking.
I escaped from under their wheel,
turning and grinding,
and they can no longer use me against myself.
I polish the mirror of my heart,
to reflect the world they destroy
and I image the trees and birds,
animals and stars,
they removed from their sight.
The world is dying of their dark illusions---- I escaped that Cave years ago
and crawled into this multicolored place of wonders.
My family and I live apart, lonely but happy
in a place where they do not even see us,
as people like us do not exist
outside the electronic bubble worlds
they have created around most everyone’s heads.
We are the invisible, the billions of neglected, invisible--real beings.
Yes, us and the baby Grasshoppers.

Pond and Tule Reeds
You can see the same pond below. I painted the pond many times. You will find a bigger
version of this at Pond at Twilight above poem # 56 and also tree Shaped by Wind or
deformed tree, not the best title, above poem # 59.

50. Ode to my Fingertips
I was unconscious
like a diamond covered with clay
until the stones loosened
over the grave of my heart
and my life started to rise up
from between the stones,
under the waves,
out of control.

I thought the sea was balanced in me
still as the origin of all life
still as the air beyond sleep,
awakening beyond the dream
of imaginary hope.
But now I begin to know who I am,
to understand my own words,
having left the gods,
I embrace the world.
I turn my back on the ghosts of the wind
specters of my own death
and the more I stumble
the more life itself holds me up,
even as I am falling.
I am myself the answer
to the question of existence
I was wrong to seek it elsewhere.
I might be just one breath
of a bird’s wing touching
a single ripple on a wave of time,
but this is still something.
So it is,
and I look into myself and see the sea
opening up into the heart of life
and across the sea I hear a voice
from an Island,
which is like Point Reyes
and a voice, sweetly singing, tells me
that even the life of my fingertips
is the same life that is in each being,
that feels itself alive.

51. Dinosaurs on the Horizon.
I cannot help myself
I want to give my entire life
to what is between my eyes and the horizon.
Mine is the same face that has changed
since I was a kid to when
I am old man whose face droops and fails.
I am who I am,
a man of many changes.
Secretly, the face people call me
is the faceless flame
shared by all living beings.
What an earth this is, what a planet!.
But, the total mystery of earth
is beyond anyone’s seeing.
The tapestry of earth and air

holds me willing captive,
captive to nature’s art of color and forms.
I do not want to be free of saying I am this
we are that.
All that is, is nature,
and you and I.
There is no point in yearning beyond form.
So I suffer, learning
through my long short life,
trying to understand
the meaning of forms,
giving my eyes to what looks back at me,
to be completely alive
in the embrace of the land.
Science is the measure of
the span between things
the weight of time altering species, bones,
the heft of clouds,
the pull of gravity,
the tension between generations,
I tell my imagination,
who makes too many things up
“be still, all that lives will die”,
and I tell my feelings
which gets stuck on things
“ There is no desire beyond desire”.
So, I stand dumbfounded
all understanding is an ocean
and my mind is merely a wave---a wave who wants to reach land,
and crawl up out of the seas
with the early dinosaurs.

Detail of Heroes Wetland

Moon Full at McClure’s Beach

52.Full Moon at McClure’s Beach
(this was written at McClure’s
when I did the painting above)

As waves rolling in from the sea,
all that is disappears
and then rearises
as dawn arises in me
and disappears in twilight.
The light that comes and goes
with the pulse of the sea
and the moon headed for the horizon
as I am headed for no place,
except where all places meet
at the crossroads of leaving and breathing,
coming and seeing.
Always this desire to live and learn
and to be the sea,
to be the opening of the sky,
to wrap my body up in plants
and be alive on the side of the mountain
where the sun comes up over the sea
and the moon goes down
and I am not someone else
and do not want to give other beings away,
content to be who I am at last
and hold on to the moonlit air
and the moon seems to be looking out of my eyes
and I hold my hands over my eyes,
and I breathe and from under my breath
arises this love song to the sea,
while life only seems to be leaving me
like a breath in the wind
and suddenly I can only sing of light,
of light in the air
of the splendor of the disappearing moon,
and the luminous globe
shaped just like my eye.

Remembering Northern California near Lake Erie
This is an Allen’s Hummingbird. It is a bird that lives on the West Coast
Yet, I am in Ohio, in the lovely park that was corruptly sold off by a politician. I am
thinking of seeing an Allen’s Hummingbird there. I am playing with the difference of
subject and object here.

53. Looking at Reality
Since I began to love the earth
and the gods abandon me like a ship
and I am left on this island and
I turn towards living beings in my sorrows.
Each time a string breaks that ties me
to imaginary fictions

each time I lose what I have thought I loved
the earth asks me in my suffering
“Do you love me more than these?”.
The answer is simple. It is not about more or less.
The earth answers its own question.
Green fields grow on this island of my being
I circle the island
looking for lands over the sea
“yes”, I say, “I am joyous about what I see.”

Me Outside my Apartment in Point Reyes

54. Wishes, Sunshine and Air
I am thinking about basic aspects of reality.
I have skin because the sun shines on me.
I have lungs because of the air I breathe.
The breath and sun that originated my life
is the source of all lives, breath, air,

bone, muscles moving and heart.
I speak because of the love that widened
my acceptance of our fragile world.
A fragile beauty graced my eyes with color and form
and if I incline to embrace a fragile tree
I feel the earth incline to caress my face.
I listen to the air around me
because it too knows the mystery
of color and light.
Even my hands know life better than I
because they seek to hold soil.
While my eyes might know
my mind blocks knowing all that life is.
If I could be free of ignorance,
I might know what space and light are.
What drives my existence
wants to merge with what life is.
I would be morning light if I could still be aware,
by which I mean,
I wish I could feel my face like dawn coming up.
Yet where shall I go to do this
when there are so many dangers
for one who breathes and thinks.
The world of money wants to break everyone.
They want pay for nothing,
spend what they stole from others.
I try to let go of clinging to who I was
and life begins to teach me what nature is.
The truth is I cannot move without movement,
so I sit still in a fragile heart, and someday
when moving moves,
I will move too,
like light moving over water at dawn.
Is this why I always wanted kids?
Yes, maybe I am speaking about that.
Again.

Robin’s Nest
55.The Hiding Ones
I think of random things I have loved.
Sun shining on the blueish fringes of Douglas Iris
Growing wild on the edge of the Forest.
Ceanothus bushes powdery blue too.
By the Wind Sailors also blue, little jellies.
Crimson on the Kelp Crabs
colored like some algae and seaweed
I saw at very low tides
when the sun and moon
both pulled hard on the seas together.
Madrone orange-ish bark, Manzanita nearly crimson,
with leaves the size of silver dollars
but green as the throats of Iguanas.
So many greens, Coyote Brush green
and Redwood and Douglas Fir green,
deeper green than the Bishop, shall I say the Ocean pine
or the chartreuse yellow-green of the Wolf Lichen.
They hang in trees like
small clumps of Spanish moss.

I think of pale Indian Pipe, Boletes.
Death Caps, red Amanita,
and delicious and fluted Chantrelles.
I followed five feet behind an Opossum
one day for a half an hour.
She looks for things to eat along Lagunitas creek
not afraid of me at all.
I make this list like this of things I have loved
and pass it on to who knows who.
One day soon I shall not know
anything about what I did.
Then it will belong only to its readers.
Passing these images on, look at the pictures
of these things.
you will be amazed!

Tomales Bay below Mt. Wittenberg
Lupine in Bloom

56. Alone before the Horizon
I find my eyes where the horizon meets my being

my eyes identify with the air
my heart with the sea
my body with the earth
and my life at last one with the colors of light.
A glance at the double rainbow
before Mt Wittenberg
and I finally understand that who I am
flowers in the midst of all I have lost.
Yes, Henry, we are “Autumnal Tints”.
If I can live in my time
even if my time will not have me,
let nature take me whole.
I do not want to ask forgiveness
I want to be forgiveness.
I want to be jewels I give away
the same color as the stars
without hope of anyone returning them.
I want to be close to the horizon
like the sun about to set.
I have never wanted fame,
just close friends,
who understand what I have
seen and held and done.

Mt. Wittenberg from Lagunitas Creek
1988

57.Undertanding between Islands
Your life is an island
but no island is all by itself.
It depends on hidden rivers

and currents to the mainland.
So your eyes are connected to mine.
The secrets of water are not about fishing
but about our being living history together--together with the evolution of whales,
or sea stars.
So too, we are connected to ocean birds
through the air, and bats and Passerines through
weathers, continents, climates.
Every mammal has a backbone,
a Humerus, pectorals,-equality is in our comparative anatomy.
I follow the scent and glances
of these beings through forests and chaparrals.
Like a Hummingbird, I look for the nectar of beings
not to drink, but to understand.
I am cynical only about humans
so many of whom destroy
what they do not understand.
I listen to the quiet of my fingers
in which I sense my origin
with Dragonflies and Terns.
Sifaka Lemur hands and my hands
are not very different
like two gifts given to eachother.
We are all gifts of life which can only be repayed
by preserving and making new lives.
The reward of living is more life.
The meaning of this is not in my tongue,
but in the daily life of trees and gnats,
Leopards and my children.
A killer or Hunter’s pleasure
destroys that.
They do not see what they do.
I do not see exactly with my eyes
but with the air around sunshine
like a mirror held up to the breath of being alive.
As a candle needs darkness to show its light
I hide behind my skin to show others who I am,
if they will try to look.
The problems come because so few look,
much less try to understand.
Water currents and mountains share the hope of life
and carry new life to islands and clouds, forest and savannahs.
If only we could share understandings like that.

Maybe I would not have to be
so cynical about humans.

Sea Lions and Gray Whales, near Trinadad, California.

58. Love Poem about Failure at Love.

I would like to say. “I am you, you are me”
but that is wrong, isn’t it?
I chanced like a Goldfinch into the green
and red fruits of your garden
and you made me want to sing
but you do not listen.
I say there are no stars tonight,
by which I mean, the meaning of the sky
is inside ourselves,--but how could you know
I am not talking about clouds?
I want to show you what is behind my eyes
but what is that?
You could care less what is beyond
the other side of the mountains,
so why should you care what is behind my eyes?
If I showed you my inmost nature
would you be right to say
“you are someone else?”
Maybe I am someone else.
Maybe the person I thought I was is mistaken
I seemed to hardly belong to myself while
I am with you.
I thought I gave myself over
to the invisible side of things
but that was wrong too.
I thought I should no longer talk
because existence is too precious for speech.
Maybe it is, but you did not notice it.
I thought if I lay my head on your chest
I could listen to the secret sound of the stars.
I thought if I could only show you
the meaning of one day,
I would give you weightless gold
bright as a full moon
rising on the other side of the earth.
How do I to tell you what I mean to say?
It all sounds like gibberish.
I wanted to say….
“My life is a plowed up field
you can have whatever crop you want”.
“ I am a candle beside you when you sleep”.
I want to say…..
“Water is existence, come drink with me a drop.”
But if I opened up to you the book of my life
you would not care to read it.

Even if I fell into the darkness below your feet
and rose up like a wind to blow in your hair
or like a ring of light floated up
from the bottom of the sea,
blown up by the blow hole of a dolphin,
you would still dislike or fear me.
“The key to me is deep in yourself.
Only open me up and you will find yourself there.”
Really? But what am I saying?
I am dreaming of things that are false.
Why make this mistake over and over?
You and I are not at all alike.
I need to open my hands
and let you go like a bird.
Sometimes what matters to me
is not even on the horizon of another yet,
if ever. I have too many metaphors for you.
That is the truth of the matter.
Sometimes it is a mistake
to open yourself to another.
They have another life to live
that does not involve me,
sad as that can be.
Stand away, let it go.

Tree Shaped by Wind

59. Deformed Trees.
I am suspended over existence
holding onto the tree of my life
and I am afraid to fall.
Well, walk back to the mainland then.
If you fall you will not be raised up,
being shattered will not make you whole.
Why speak in these paradoxical riddles?
Forget this Taoist nonsense,
these Christian seeds that die
and “bring forth great fruit”.
Climb back and walk inland.
There are many trees in Point Reyes
deformed by the winds
and they look half blown down.
There are no secret doors to open
give up closed doors.
Trees can often withstand the wind,
or hang by strong roots
on cliffs for many years.
The truth of the matter is simple
and a little pathetic.
All I want is to love and be loved.
this is true of all that lives.

Me near Edgewater park Early in the Morning, 1982.

60. Observing those who Punish
Gods are merely the shadows of tyrants.
Many humans are cruel and heartless.
They take the lamp of being
out of others eyes.
They stop the ears with white noise and secrecy,
they play violins before gas chambers.
Screams of agony disappear from sight
like the cry of a bird in the mountains.

They are irrational and hate native peoples,
for instance.
In the prison of poverty
men and women say
“ because you touched me
I put myself beyond touching, in my mind.
Because you talk to me
I am beyond hearing.
You force me to work for you
and you take nearly everything from me.
I want only to die to the vision of your eyes
May lightning strike your heart in two
and set my life free at last
to find meaning in the world absent of you.”
Understanding this need of justice
against power is important to future peace.
Freedom for some depends upon cruelty to others.
Or so they think.
In places all over the world and far back in history
this is the principle that creates systems of injustice,
yet it is far from being studied.
Power still rules, setting up future harms.
Let’s undo that, beginning with ourselves.
Stop excusing it with religion and ideology.

61. Becoming Nature
I am becoming unexplainable,
which means I am becoming who I am.
Something is bowing my head
outside the human centered world
and nature, wrongly called the outside world,
is appearing inside me.
I feel as one who came away
from the bubbled in cities
enclosed in thoughts planned for them.
I pulled myself from the ocean
of humanity’s denial of reality,
and no one knows me now.
Where they see only nature’s dead lives
I am afraid and alone
learning from so many beings, trees
and animal lives.
Less lonely everyday

I am becoming mist
among the trees of the world.
How glorious that I finally accept
that I am nature too.
Like a seabird I can fly in and out of the sea,
but now even the fish seem to know me.
The air that birds live in has become part of my life.
I know what it is like to be a Tufted Puffin and be hunted.
I’ve covered myself with seeds and now
I’m invisible hidden among
so many leaves and flowers.
I’ve become a green curtain of morning
and I am showered with secret joys.
How shall I tell about others,
when I am just learning to know myself?
I am no longer a ventriloquist’s dummy
speaking the inanities of the gods.
Since it is I who is speaking
nature speaks though me.
Words say what I mean them to say
even if I say flower
and others hear me say stone,
it is hardly my fault.
There are no longer any directions to follow
except towards the simple truth
that the meaning of existence is.
Where others say “there’s nothing out there”
I am blooming here
seeking wildflowers in the Rabbit Bushes.
I hide myself, like a Jack “Rabbit”
which is really a Hare,
in the manifest.
I sequester myself in the open
I am visible only to the invisible plenitude
of beings that surrounds us everywhere.
I want to give myself
to the enveloping embrace of the earth.
But enough is enough,
I merely wanted to say I am part of it too,
now that I found my way back to myself.

Jack “Rabbit” or Jack Hare in Nevada
(detail)
I have seen and photographed these Hares in Nevada but I have also seen them in
California, in Point Reyes national Seashore and near Eureka too. They are often hidden
in plain sight. I find them to be like myself in this poem.

Birds at Limantour

62.Thriving Fields

Whenever I forget myself
I remind me.
There is nowhere else to be,
since being is where I am.
Even in the middle or so called ‘nowhere’
there is so much to study.
There are others and I respect their difference,
usually, if not always.
Rodents in a cage,
or too many people in cities,
do not work well.
Unjust hierarchy, want and ignorance result-Murder.
I cannot help others from their delusions,
I can only try to heal myself of them.
Since I have lived in them,
I do not like living in cities.
There are only a few who
learn from my mistakes
I am who I am:
I am not ashamed that I am not another.
I love California Poppies and have seen
entire hills covered with them.
Fields of wild Radish, Groves of Redwoods,
the few that are left..
Biome integrity
define health:
look closely at the respect
species have for themselves.
Watch shorebirds spread out
along the seashore, each has
enough to eat.
Let all fields and forests
be part wild, at least.
Thriving is what matters,
not just for humans.

Coast Live Oaks
(California Wildflowers)

62. Economy
So how did I live?
Thoreau asked that in Walden.
In my case, no benefactor gave me
access to square miles of land.
I spent hours in the Lakewood library
studying National Parks.
Libraries are the one place where businessmen
have not destroyed reality
with dreams of destructive wealth.
I have spent my entire adult life
in or around national, state or metro
park systems.
Park officials and their government

sometimes betray their lands,--cattle grazing,
herbicide poisons, oil drilling and hunting--but far less often than outside the parks.
All lands should be nature ‘reserves’,--The concept of ‘reserves’ abolished with resourcism.
I have learned this from living there.
I knew I would have to travel into a city
and bring my work home.
I narrowed it down to Glacier and Point Reyes.
I had stayed in Acadia National Park for a month.
I wanted to do work that was hand done,
a ‘cottage industry’ or craft.
I knew Oriental Rug repair and restoration
well enough and had studied it
in Ohio and London.

Me restoring or reweaving a Serapi, Heriz Carpet 1983-84.

I was not great at it,
but I knew enough to make a living.
I discovered there was a rug shop in Point Reyes
next to the National Seashore.
It is only 50 miles from San Francisco,
which is a city I loved until it became
too expensive to live in.
When I got to Point Reyes I went there first,

but he was about to move away.
He had no work for me.
So I got a job with an English woman in Berkeley,
named Marian Threadgill,
a Dicken’s name and a character
I worked for her for a time.
A genius for antiques.
I branched out and worked for others
and supported myself repairing rugs for years.
It was too hard on my eyes so I stopped.
The art of the carpet intrigued me,
far better than modern abstract art,
---it was mostly a local and female art,
outside city carpets which were not my favorites.
I am not crazy about Factory use of kids to weave.
I learned about weaving of many kinds
and it taught me how art should
grow out of the earth,
flowers and geometry.
The best carpets, rarely the most expensive,
have reality in them and are practical too.
Navaho, Kuba, Qashgai.
It left me enough time to paint and write,
and to love Point Reyes
more than any place I ever lived,
and I have loved many places.
Now it is a place only for the rich,
taken over by real estate speculators.
The rich take from the poorer
and overfeed themselves.
Then it was not so hard to live there.
when the economy was more fair,
and reality obtained.

Seagull

63. Insurrectionaries
For Pablo Neruda
When they come for you
I shall say that you are gone.
I will not say you are with me in this room.
I will not tell them that where you go
I go too.
I hate them for the harm they have done to you
I am as angry as you at their abuses.
They claim rights no one should claim
and take what does not belong to them.
You are not perfect and neither am I,
But they act as if they are.
Do not worry, I will hold you
even in my sleep.
I will never forget you,
even in times of trouble.
I will not leave you where the waters roar,
nor give you to our enemies.
I will bring you to the mountain pass

and watch as you disappear
over the embrace of the horizon.
I will watch as freedom takes
you again in its arms.
You were never afraid of them
even when they hated you.
I was never so strong,
but you helped me.
You were my friend
even as they sought to kill me
for telling the truth against them..
One day I will get free too,
and the sun with brighten my joy
because I have returned to you.

65. Goodbye to Lost Illusions.
Down I go into the trenches,
under the ground of lost illusions
into the trough of lost time.
I stand with an unlit candle in my hand,
wishing for a god who is not there
lost in the sky and lost on earth
and who was never there.
I sought him in the sky
I sought her on earth,
and they were not there.
I am ready, I am waiting,
gods were an illusion I created,
Down I go into the trenches
under the ground of lost illusions
into the trough of lost time.
tangled in the roots of flowers
I am growing up at last,
up from the ground, I am growing
accepting the earth as it is.
Thriving with the wildflowers,
I feel air off the wings of bees.

66. Fragile Minds
My eyes are full of tears
I want to give the flower of my living back
on a plate of sorrows.
But I cannot give back the fruit of my being

as if trunk and roots could dive backwards
and give my flower back to the roots
back into the soil
as if my mind went back into my hands.
Color and scent cannot go back to the sun
and vegetation from which they come.
No one knows the meaning of sunlight
nor the origin of drops of water.
My breath is of the same air
where mountains arise
and the glance of life dances in my eyes.
We are all sleepwalkers trying to wake up.
We are all fragile minds trying to live
on a fragile planet and doing poorly at it.
All we can do is the best we can do.
I am happy to share with you
the flowers of our morning walks.

Rufous Hummingbird and Hedge Bindweed
or Morning Glory

detail

67. Life’s Many Lives
Wherever I go life seems ahead of me
and I am holding me back.
But when I turn around,
life seems behind me
I missed it,
and then I see that too much desire for life
keeps me from catching up with it.
The brain, like a vegetable absorbing sunlight,
absorbs life in thoughts, but it loses as it gains

full of seeds and fruits,
but it is never quite filled
and always incomplete.
The life of the mind
fizzles down and replenishes.
For me the ability to think came late.
When I eat, life is the food,
and when I love, life is in my loving.
It is in the beat of my heart
and the woman I am always with.
I am the beggar at the door singing love songs
to the rain and the twilight sky.
No one sees me, even though
I am lit like a candle, and burn on the hilltop.
Like an earthworm,
I crawl under the ground
of my own thoughts and desires.
Life is desire and suffering
and not to be avoided or escaped.
Buddha missed the point.
I doubt there was a Buddha.
Each fall is a part of life that lifts me up
to the face of things to come.
Food, women, babies, air, light, soil
in this hunger and need of love
I starve in the midst of plenty
and worry about the death of fish
as much as my own confused thoughts.
My mind is fish in the sea, the few that are left,
and I am thinking in a sea of thoughts
hoping to increase lives.
Love and care of babies,
are the best things in life.

This is a box that I added to a painting already on it with oils. Done in 2009 or 10. It
shows my spouse, me and our two children.
Painting on sand is not an easy thing to do.

68. Ode to Existence:
Lost and Found
What senseless sense that I am not you
and you are not I
yet we try to love each other.
Sometimes I think I have no head,
and my thoughts are as invisible as air.
Life on earth is just about invisible from the moon
yet my thinking is here, trying to understand it.
I understand you maybe a little better.
Like stillness in the midst of the wind
my eyes make my mind many colored
when I look at flowers.
In a dark corner of my existence
I hear music without notes,
a sound that creates and dissolves into space.
This is not merely subjective, any more than
I could tell of the sea
from inside a cup that floats in it.
Words are mostly useless
and what is the point of speaking
when it means so little?
Tongue and eyes, and even my mind

become an invisible particle of the earth.
I can’t say, ‘thought is glass’,
Because there is no hardness to it.
Yet self and hands issue
from the earth’s thoughtfulness.
I say my life and yours are entwined
here in the loneliness of space.
Existence is the river that is no river,
moving on and on through us,
like silence in the midst of silver,
shimmering gold river light,
unknown source and origin of everywhere.
Why am I touchable when
so much of the universe is untouched?
Sometimes you hold me in your arms.
There is happiness in that.
Pain and Joy are weeping together.
Lift a corner of my existence again
and you will hear the music.
Nothing glows behind this curtain
because everything stands in the open.
And here we are living every day,
lost and found in each other and life
as if we knew what we are doing.
Why are we so small
in the midst of such immensities?

69. Good Fortune Bad Fortune, Who Knows?
I imagine saying what I do not want to say.

best to lie about it, they say,
but they are mistaken.
I went to counseling because
I slapped someone in a passion, Yes,
I was mad, and yet after-I admitted what I did was wrong
and I was sorry.
I paid more than the price.
Talked to a priest for months about it,
among others,--I even went to a group meeting
and replayed it.
Why?
Was it my father, who taught me
to exercise unjust power?
He was not so bad as two of his children thought.
They used him as a scapegoat for their own failures.
Or was it my grandfather,
who threw my dad threw a glass table,
he had a three inch scar on his chest?
Was it a too closed mind, an intolerance?
The priest said that.
How stupid it was
as all I did was give my power away.
If someone upsets you so much you slap them,
they have already won against you.
I pondered what it said about me.
I obviously needed to rethink myself
and study my history.
Another time I hit someone in the mouth
who was torturing my dog,
digging his fingers into my dog’s painful hips.
He enjoyed torturing an old dog,
and fought dirty, grabbing my genitals.
I knocked his tooth out. This time I had
more justice in what I did, but should I have?
My Mom thought not.
Maybe violence is not justified
even for just reasons?
Then, years later,
a friend and his woman came to visit me
and they took over my space
and got madly drunk,
and when I told them to leave
he and his woman beat me up
and pulled a silver gun on me,
a six shooter like the Lone Ranger used,

pointed this unreal/real thing at my face,
and threatened to kill me.
It was loaded with real bullets!
I did not lift a finger to protect myself
His woman sprayed mace
down my throat and eyes,
they punched and kicked
and stole money from me
and I had to run from where I lived,
and they left the room and I saw a way out-on the way in the dark
I crossed Lagunitas Creek
tripped on some grass in the dark,
fell in a pool of blood on a trail,
where a man had been murdered that night,
which I had nothing to do with
and did not even find out what happened
there till a few days later.
It was the worst of nightmares.
I stayed in the Indian village,
Kule Loklo, all night,
washing undeserved blood off my hands,
afraid I had been followed,
waiting for the sun.
When I returned home
they were long gone.
This time I avoided all anger and violence.
I had learned how to deal with myself.
It was far worse than anything
I had ever done to anyone.
I went limp when he pulled the gun on me.
I knew it was either not to defend myself
or to die.
I choose life.
I totally turned the other cheek.
Should I have? Maybe not.
I should have gone to the police probably.
but I didn’t, and learned a few days later
that the man had beat up his woman.
He had put her teeth though her upper lip.
Had my dad taught me to excuse this?
Perhaps.
He, the man who beat me
ended up in prison later,
having badly beat another woman.
and in prison,
3 men in the prison bathroom jumped

up and down on his ribs and broke 3 of them.
He was in the hospital for a month.
Would all this have been avoided
if I had just gone to the police that night?
Maybe.
But what are humans?
The rich steal from the poor,
bosses from employees
the poor plot, rightly, to take back theirs
from the unjustly rich.
They rarely succeed.
How to stop the cycle of violence?
Should it be stopped in all cases?
It is not just turning the other cheek,
that does not do it…..
I remembered all I learned about the cycle
later, when a so called spiritual master
started showing lots of signs of abuse,
This time I talked to the police about what he did
and they brought charges.
He abused women and children,
He had multiple phony marriages.
I watched him lie and buy off his quilt
as I knew for sure he was guilty.
I saw what he did.
People tried to say I never saw it,
they denied that he did what I saw with my own eyes.
What is wrong with humans, who lie, and cheat
and cover up the harms that are done
merely to keep power?
So I learned about the whole process
how justice can miscarry
the law is not justice,
how the spiritual is a con game,
the rich tend to win,
and the guilty can go free.
Lying is a way to protect the guilty.
I was in the right
but many saw me as in the wrong
They said I had “gone off the deep end”,
when actually I had learned a great deal.
They covered up for false gods, lied,
and protected those who did harm.
They were accomplices who bought the con game.
But for myself, I knew I acted as I should have,
and did the best I could.

What a world it is!
I was at fault at the beginning,
but learned from my mistakes,
I told the truth even about the harms I did.
and did what is good in the end.
I learned the truth matters.
I learned this in Point Reyes.
What others thought and did,
or did not do,
was their affair
and it should matter to them..
But the truth was out at least.
I was imperfect, but yet I learned.
And I learned how painful
it can be to do the right thing
to learn from one’s own mistakes
and apply what I learned..
But I learned how, in the end,
truth matters much more than lies.
My fortune seemed headed in the wrong way,
but it ended that I learned
from my mistakes and did the right thing.
Life is complicated.
Good Fortune, bad fortune, who knows?
It is a good question.

Salt Marsh west side of Tomales Bay.

70. The Fate of the Earth
When the beautiful crystal
I dreamed in the sky,
finally shattered into dust
I saw that what matters,
is what comes up out of the salt marsh mud,
worms and crustaceans, feeding birds,
White Egrets, Bitterns, Rails and Herons.
My own hands, made of air and light
came from my parents and salt marsh mud
and set me here, like a string on a violin
and upright and quivering
I am only one plucked
string on the sound of being.
How I came here exactly,
who I am exactly,
and where I am going, exactly,
I don’t know.

The meaning of my life is nothing
more than questions and inquiries.
What are my eyes, and ears,
hands, skin and hair, which,
belong as much to earth as to me?
I cannot think, but the earth thinks,
and so I am.
I dissolve like a cloud and
the earth bursts me open like a flower,
Whether I would or no the earth
makes me blossom with poems and paintings.
The meaning of what I was
is in the light of the sun, air
and starlight that suffuses
my books and art.
Helpless as the waters of the sea
or leaves in the wind,
I wane as the earth waxes.
I wax when the earth wanes.
As earth rises I am elated,
But as it now falls,
I am so often in mourning.
All my life the earth has been under threat
by the greed and power of humans.
Environmental harms, nuclear winter,
oceans dying animals extinct.
Nature has no hierarchy,
no phony Great Chain of Being.
it does not deserve humans as a punishment.

Ocean at McClure’s

I did a number of Ocean studies in Point Reyes. This one is vast and formal. The second
one is more intimate. The is thethird of the rocks in Bolinas and the forth is Moonlight
one . I don’t remember what order they were done in. I remember feeling that I was
going to leave Point Reyes so I was in a hurry to do all that I could. I think the one above
was the result of that. The moonlight one was a little earlier. Both were done is 1989.
I am not sure when I did the last one below. There are four small sandpipers in it. I have
always loved all of them.

Ocean and Sandpipers

Ocean Bolinas

71. Vegetarian
In Point Reyes I saw
how hard animals work to live.
I often visited calves,
which lived within hearing of my window.
They would be killed for veal soon.
I acquired a taste for Kale and Chantrelles.
I also saw how most humans could
care less about animals.
Male comedians like to make fun
of animals, women and vegetarians.
What does that tell you about history?
The things that matter most are most mocked
in our world.
I learned from my heart attack in 1997
that the brain is really the body

and I had been living in a culture-created
bubble most of my life.
So many years wasted in high born delusions.
Soon after that I stopped eating animals
because they too are bodies with minds.
How does one teach others that?
Even killing a squirrel on the highway
by accident was painful to me.
Useless to say ‘sorry’ to a being that is dead,
I put it delicately in the grass.
We travel too fast in metal boxes.
Shooting bear, deer or pheasant for fun
is a disease.
Now that I have not eaten meat for 20 years
it is easy to spot a meat eater by their
lack of compassion and selfishness.
The oceans are being fished to death
meat and dairy cattle have taken over the earth,
along with the junk corn and steroids they feed them
The once teaming American and African plains
are nearly wastelands without large herds.
Fat wannabe cowboys eat their greasy burgers.
Capitalism is destroying nature.
They are ripping, slashing and burning down
the Rain Forests, as most people play games
on their cell phones and send empty texts
to people they do not really care about.
Most people live in a bubble world
created by cultural illusions.
Compartments of little metal boxes, or
mental boxes, keep them far from nature.
Leonardo bought birds and let them go
rather than see them turned into soup.
Why eat what you do not understand?
Leonardo saw clearly that what you eat matters.
It was not just about health,
it is about respect for nature,
for the life that sustains you...

Fireflies: “be Free”
72. Beyond the Gold Door.
I see a gold door and care not for the gold
but for the landscape beyond it.
What does it mean to see?
Your eyes are not my seeing,
or the love that I love you with.
I remember your ears, but you are not my hearing.
My music is my own, even if we share the same taste.
Yes, night and day is all that life is
even if the beating of night and day
is our heart’s together.
Shapes always change,
though life alters, everything is more or less the same.
Yet when you go away, I come back to you,
and when your arrive
it is me that is returning.

We are merely a turnstile in time,
going around each other like planets.
This foreign land is our homeland,
we live as one and apart in the same house,
with constant exile seeking the way home.
We are flowers together,
grown from our tears,
we are only the train station we left,
just a short walk toward home.
Even when we get home,
you are the home that is always moving.
Out of my own helplessness
you have prepared some help.
We are here alone and together,
with our children
circling around the candlelight,
together and alone with our children
and happy with that,
like two candles sometimes become one flame
here where the green fields glow with fireflies.

My Brother and I at Mokolumne River, Me on the right, early Morning
(age 6, probably 1962,
color photograph)

73.Questioning Math in Nature
Everything “cycles on
according to the fixed law of gravity”
Darwin said,
but no one really knows what gravity is.
Gravity makes planets and suns round
yet galaxies are often clusters or spirals.
and round and round the tornadoes and hurricanes go
and the moon travels around the earth,
and the 64 pairs of amino acids
form into a double ladder,
and squares and polyhedrons
define their spaces,
and no one knows what it all means exactly.
We just try to understand it,
with so much unknown,

such as the speed and nature of light,
why the sun burns so hot but lasts so long,
or why outer space is one temperature,
close to Absolute zero,
and not another.
Why does nature
seem mathematical?
No one knows why.
What is “outer space”
Why are the atoms of crystals
so architectural and stable.
Why do Spiders have eight legs.
Is it to rotate easily when they
make webs or wrap up prey?
Do Insects have six so they can
march forward with stability?
Sea Stars have brains in a ring
and Octopodes can use each arm independently.
Human are bilateral as are all Mammals
and females are enfolded or involuted
and males extended and exteriorized.
The meaning of the world is somehow
in this organic geometry.
Math in nature is often different than human math.
an awkward language imposed on natural things.
Hence all the arguments:
is math discovered or created by people?
I know what I think.
It is part of nature, some of it created by people
and some discovered in DNA or Bilateral Symmetry.

Searching for Fossils
(Or the Secret of Color)
This was done in 1982 0r 83. Since I went to live in Point Reyes in 1986 it is not a Point
Reyes work. But the color is very similar to the palette I used when I arrived there. The
color s bright and clear.

74.Driftwood
How much knowing causes suffering.
Not that it is better to be ignorant.
Should I be angry at gods that do not exist?
Why do I suffer when people get angry at me
for thinking thoughts that are logical and true
when they are the ones cloaked in illusions
and will not allow themselves
to think such thoughts?
How is it my fault that they believe lies?
I often get blamed for what I do not believe
or for questioning people’s assumptions.

Assuming falsehoods, what is that?
Refusing to find out.
I find myself like a fog horn,
calling out to sea
and no one comes to stand beside me.
How futile it is that I walk in mourning,
wishing the world were different than it is,
when I know that few know what I know.
Down I go into the depths,
looking for a comfort that is not there.
And then up for air,
and so I swim to shore
only to realize, on a lonely beach,
how alone I am,
and there is no help for it now.
So much driftwood.
It costs so much
to look for the truth and be honest
about what I have learned,
So much driftwood, ancient trees,
washing up on the shore of my life.
I am alone with what I know
and have no help.
No wonder Diogenes lived in a large ceramic pot.
Why should I seek social approval,
is it not enough, what I know?
It is enough. I would not change it,
but it is so hard, and so lonely,
so often hopeless,
to explain to others
what I have learned.
So much life,
now alone with the driftwood.
I stand up for nature and animals,
while the propaganda system pushes
money and power, killing
and destroying for profits.
Corruption is everywhere,
hardly anyone listens, being too busy
with self defense or on the take themselves.
I keep on with my work, despite all this.
The sun is out and there will be smiles
on my children’s faces
when I get home.
Wrinkled old Driftwood is memory,
and it is important to remember,
in a world that denies remembering.

I stand among the driftwood
happy with my invisible purpose.
I remember to remember.

Fog Coming In

75. The Feminine and the Origins of Life
The way the Hindu goddess,
a nature representation or Yakshi,
of the East Torana or gate at Sanchi
picks the fruit of the tree
absorbed beyond the fruit of herself,
fruit and flower together, actually,
with her foot against the tree
as if bringing into fruit and flower.
Thinking of her, a mythic symbol of life,
and other vegetation,
coming forth, branch after branch
opening her eyes and giving
birth of grasses, apples or oranges.

The faint smile on her lips
as a leaf absorbing the sun.
Forget the anthropomorphism.
The involuted space of creative beings.
All animals are like that.
This is why I once loved
the image of the Virgin Mary,--silly image by itself,
but I mean the fecundity of it,
--until I realized such images
are stolen from life and
use women as propaganda--advertisements for Christian or Buddhist institutions.
Instead, think of a flowered fabric floating in the sea,
and the Milky Way above it,
the stars spread like jewels upon the reflected sky.
Or the edge of a forest, and the eyes or a deer,
looking out over the sea cliffs,
at the immensity of the sea.--the cliffs of Mohrr, Dover or Point Reyes
yes.
This fragile world rides upon the wings of a bird
floating on the yielding presence of the air,
over such cliffs.
here there is life,
the flower
opens its arms to the sun and
grows beautiful in a desire for the sun
and having him,
at the height of her beauty,
she tears her dress
and gives all of herself in ecstasy,
and sends forth her eggs and seed
in all directions, until finally she dies
leaving a hundred sunflowers in her place.
A flower gives up its beauty
to realize the bounty she carries in itself
and gives up her beauty to the future.
I gave up all myth and learned to love life itself,
just like that.
My smile is a smile drawn up the lips of time.
Nature is just this flower of kindness,
a fruit of peace,
carrying forth beauty as a message,
born in time,

as lovers became mothers
and they give and give and give.

The Planet Earth, Milky Way and Moon

Western Black Tail Deer in Lupine on the Limantour Dunes

Myself on Bolinas Ridge

76. Myself.
My mom used to say, no, demand,
that she “is a person”
and would like to be treated like one.
She was “no door mat”.

Even after she lost herself to Alzheimer’s
I still treated her as a person.
Her awareness was much diminished,
but she was still a person,
as are Cats, Aardvarks or Chimpanzees.
I am a person, like an orangutan.
I care about too many things and beings
to be a narcissist.
Gods and Corporations are not persons,
they have no being.
They are the conceits, or inventions
of the wealthy and the lawyers.
They are myth or fictions.
Trees are persons in the way I mean
and so are animals. They are beings,
they should have rights, but often do not.
their real rights eclipsed by fake corporate fictions
and CEOs.
Nature’s rights is a real thing,
not human designed or fake.
Evolution is the progress of a being’s own standing,
over eons,
the creation of plants and cells, bones and eyes.
We came to be of our own accord.
Wildness of the many species is a right.
Try and contest their rights and you will see why.
I am a candle burning up names,
Like a mirror that makes
the flames glow brighter,
like a lens that concentrates,
the light of the fire.
I see in my eyes
the curve of the flame
in the light of my eyes,
as the curve of a bird
that turns in flight
as a figure of the proportions of nature,
as a message of possibility:
the curve of the eyebrow,
the curve of a hip
is the intention of the self,
as if expressed
in music become shape,
a figure of the meaning of space.
It is the message of the body
as a being in extended, articulated, space:
a fact of evolutionary developing.

it is in the passing from is not, to is, to no more,
to yet again and changing.
That what is between nature and I
though it goes unsaid,
like the fact of my birth and death.
All persons who live on earth
are either jellies or feather bearers,
rough skinned, or sharp beaked,
two toed or two legged, four legged,
or eaters of grasses.
All our relations through time back
to the beginning of evolving.
My lips know the secret of my smile
My eyes are looking in the depth of the sky
from out of my deepest parts.
I pick the fruit of my being.
I lean my body against the tree of my life,
branch upon branch and leaf upon leaf,
and for the most part, I am content
I have loved many things, animals, plants and people
I have understood many subjects
and used my hands and brain well.
I look up into the sky and see birds flying.
I am myself as they are too.
Real Persons, not fictions.

Mom at McClure’s Beach

I turned this around. The landscape actually faces the opposite way. I wanted my
mother to face right. There are four Sanderlings above the abalone shell my mother is
holding. There is a seastar below it. v

77. Apoems
Plato and Muhammad, both poets, condemn poets;
but I do not agree.

Why did they exempt themselves?
They are the two that are condemnable.
It is obvious that what they were both doing
was creating a super-natural religion.
A religion that hates nature.
A “barbaric slough” Plato called nature.
They are the liars, as most poets are.
Poetry is religion by another name, mostly.
Dante, Eliot, Whitman, Jesus, Muhammad and Plato
are poets in this sense:
fiction writers or outright fictions themselves.
If they are poets, I am not a poet.
I want a poetry of evidence,
not of imaginary uses of language
and devotion to the abstract and subjective.
I do not want another religion,
no matter how personal it is.
I want inside and outside to agree with reality,
“in the valleys and in the heights”.
I am interested in love songs to the visible,
not praise for the invisible as obsessed Plato.
All that is “much ado about nothing”.
Marxist poets are liars for that,
capitalist poets are liars for that.
There are different categories of fiction:
What used to be called candlelight entertainments,
or novels and now, bedtime entertainments, movies and such like.
There are the truly dangerous fictions, called religions.
Words are only ships that sail on the sea of reality;
the shape of ships is defined by the shape of the water.
Words are only buckets lowered into wells,
what matters is the water, not the bucket.
Poetry gets stuck on the ships and buckets.
poetry tends to be human centered.
Water is for drinking or fish to live in
and it is there
as an example of where all lives come from.
Pouring water from a bucket
on the heads of vainglorious
and soon to be soggy poets
is a worthy effort.
But I am joking, -I really like old maple sugaring buckets
not the plastic things they have now,
and I like old ships and sailboats
Not huge container carrying tankers

that bring cheap junk to sell in the US,
made by the exploited poor,
really slave labor making our cell phones
for instance, in China, Korea, or Mexico
to enrich the already too rich CEO’s..
I am a poor poet, or not a poet at all,
I care too much about evidence and reality.
Poetry is not expensive cake for the rich
but ordinary fare at a banquet for the poor,
or it is mere facts
laid out on the table of science,
like ship rigging,
or life in a hardware store,
such as my dad hoped
to open in New Hampshire,
but he died too soon to do it.
What is poetic in that is
his desire to do what he loved,,
give up corporate conceits,
and serve real people, and useful tools
in a place close to nature.
Life is only once only,
and he told me not long before he died
to make good use of my hands and my mind
and I have tried to do that.
I care more about living poetry
than the written stuff,
though writing has its place too,
since without it nothing is remembered.
What is good poetry, but merely
the left overs of a life well loved.
Most poetry is a toxic disease,
I try hard not to write that.
I merely make images out of my life
in paint, and less so in pencil or script.
I am an apoet,
apoet who seriously doubts poetry.

Star Gazing in Olema

78.Existence: Entwined with Vines.
So many who I knew are gone or dead,
and “gone” is practically dead.
Life’s fragile envelope is filled

with moments well lived
and so many lost moments, things undone,
conversations I should have had, but did not.
So much forgotten.
The dead disappear in mist,
gone down that way, forgotten.
Life is its own doing, most of the
dead are soon forgotten.
I’d like to say “it’s all wings and light”
but the bird of reality is caught
in the fragile veil of ideas
and that is being ripped to ribbons too.
I am raw and molted by my own illusions,
close to losing my fragile skin.
Who will understand this?
The world disappears every second
and is reborn in another’s eyes
and they too will lose
most of what they and I worked so hard
to come to know..
What I think I know is soon lost.
I write this so you might remember it.
This is for you, but how many will even read it?
kI am a light in the world,
but I look like mist in the world’s light.
The voice of the timeless is imaginary,
only time calls out to time,
but who has the time to hear it?
There is a sad lullaby
over a sea of lost knowledge.
When I was dying
of an heart attack in 1997,
a woman as green as memory
with vines twined around her naked body
told me to wake up
and showed me a garden
and said, “ look at my flowers and thorns,
this is your homecoming,
find me in the gardens midst”
The egg has rolled down to the waves
and the hatched bird has returned to the sea,
like an Albatross
free at last of all fatal hooks.
I want to die flying like an Albatross.
The memory of evolution is consuming me
even as I see that memory is becoming.
the music of nature

which draws me by the heart
and I follow its song over the hills.
Forgive the passion I have for the wild
but I saw the promise of my life
in the self-making of green things.
I was the smile I smiled
when I realized existence is all there is.
You are who I am when I realized
the fragile wonder of our sad, lovely world.
We intuit the meaning of the rising of dawn.
Most of the mind is taken up everyday.
remembering the dead in books.
Yet, I shall try to always remember
that the beginning of time is everyday
and flowers in the garden of the present,
both in my heart,
down the street,
and in the trees by the road.

Nicasio Resevoir can be very lovely.
Morning still water
Photo
fall 1986

Old Rock Near Nicasio

79. The Life of the Landscape

The fresh moon has shone on me my whole life.
Regular and revolving around the spinning earth
a half hour slower than the earth it goes around.
When I was young,
life was everywhere expanding,
and I greedily sought for meaning,
but now I am grizzled,
and though wiser than I was
I am ignored as my generation dies off
and the young are greedily growing as I did.
So it all goes, since the gods are dead
and the bottom falls out of my cup.
I know I am inside my own thirsts
as the nature of the world
is nowhere beyond the world.
It is around you in the sound of space.
There is nothing harder to understand
than this simplicity.
What does the water know
that rolls down the back of a Wood Duck?
Yet ducks know water and air better than I.
I too am conscious water,
Layer by layer, I learn to accept
the watery fragility of my face.
You are not you and I am not I,
yet we both are rock and stone,
earth and gas, and the mind between,
We are between the wind and water,
like a fragile membrane of being,
made up of all that is around and inside us.
We are suffused like an invisible chimes
inside the forest,
invisible as a candle flame
reflecting the sun in the light of a river.
I am merely a seashell on a mountain top,
who for love of the horizon,
wants to embrace the circling earth.
I am wise enough to know this is not possible,
but sometimes I abjure door and doorframe
and follow the green thread of discovery,
to find the moments that lead me
to the life of the landscape.
Earth, Mother of Mind, do not feed me
so much as make me the milk that feeds others.
Pull me out of this shell,
because I want to be both minnow and sea.

Tree and Field Next to Lagunitas Creek

80.Trees
Know one really knows them
far more ancient than us,
standing eons of patience,
So vulnerable now to tree killing machines
much more harmful than the stone axes
of thousands of years ago.
Even the oil gluttons do not acknowledge
their theft of Carboniferous trees or their debt to them,-they owe the earth their wealth.
But pay no taxes to these past giants,
never pay back what they owe
but merely rape and pillage what is not theirs.
So much life in them now becomes pollution.
Who pays attention to the dying of the trees?
Autumn trees ruined by global warming
which itself is created by CEO’s
stealing the beauty of the land
to fill fat pockets with profits
which they refuse to share.
Fat parasites of Trees,
trees dying of their greed.
The smoke of slashed giants over the Amazon
is visible from outer space.
Whole Forests out west dying of excess ultraviolet light.
Ash borers, so many tree diseases
brought on trees stressed
by global warming and pollution.
My daughter and I have been studying tree diseases.
Dead White Pines in the National Park
Capitalism is human centered
and it kills all that is not human,
oceans, forests, enclosing all in a TV/computer
world of phones, advertising and markets.
Down they come crashing
in clear cut wounds, like litter or scars
spread across Washington State,
Oregon, China, Brazil or Maine landscapes
Forest Service merely a euphemism
for BLM, Bureau of Logging and Mining.
Forests turned into megabucks for CEOs
who sit there stealing money
from plants and trees they did not work for,
nor understand.
Cargill and Weyerhaeuser make billons, while the world
starves of oxygen and the weathers are disturbed.

Redwoods nearly extinct on “private” land
and the few remaining trees, 3% or the original
growing wan in CEO created droughts.
Vulnerable stands and forests exposed
and helpless to human devastation.
Trees have standing and were here long before us
but humans have no respect for that.
English Forests nearly all gone
All across Europe, gone, Africa cut down,
North America cutting them down
everywhere cut down, gone.
Say their names again, and again: Douglas Fir, Redbud, Cottonwood
White Pine, Bristlecone Pine, Bishop Pine, Paper Birch,
Yellow Buckeye, Live Oaks, Black Oaks, Pin Oaks, Scarlet Oaks,
Magnolia, Black Cherry,
Ponderosa, Mahogany. Manzanita, Madrone,
Sequoia Sempervirens and Gigantea, Ironwood,
Basswood, Cedar, Wimba, Ficus, Brazil Nut,
Lapuna, Bamboo, Baobab, Marula,
Dawn Redwood, Acacia, Eucalyptus
and so, so many more…

This bird is amazing, but here its too iconic, But what I have lwas loved in this is the
back ground. The rolling hills of central California.

81.Biolumenescence
The light that makes life grow
sometimes appears inside some forms:
Phytoplankton, Diatoms or Dinoflagellates,
cold fire of bioluminous beings..
For years the Giacomini’s of Point Reyes built a dam
with a digger across Lagunitas Creek.
It was the wrong thing to do,
but I had no say about it,

as with many things that happen.
But one night there was a high tide
and I went for a walk after sunset
the dam stopped the phytoplankton from going further
as well as many sea fish.
Together they produced an amazing show
of a hundred fish of many shapes and sizes.
Every time the fish moved the water around them
Dinoflagellates lit up a greenish, greyish blue,
and the entire fish could be seen.
Many fish all moving and glowing in the dark.
Life suddenly everywhere lighting up the darkness
I could only identify a few of the many species,
such and White Sturgeon and Salmon
and a large Perch shaped fish I could not name.
I spent a lot of time studying the Sturgeon
four or five feet long,
It had a prehistoric feel, made of plate like scales
and diamond shaped pyramids
on the back and sides. Its face was nearly seal like.
In the bioluminous light I could see all of it,
fins and tail and eyes.
I stayed there for many hours,
watching the fish go away and return,
the trails behind them glowing
and the shadow of their forms lit up
by the glowing waters around them.
If I had a camera that could handle this
I would have photographed it.
I have not seen any picture that did this justice.
Wyeth’s “Night Hauling” comes close
to expressing the wonder of it,
but there a man is killing lobster,
which does not interest me.
But the light at night and the wonder of it.
Seeing all those fish,
I wish I knew enough about them to identify them all.
I had not studied the sea in California enough yet.
I hope I can go back
one day and see it again.

Pines Seen From Bolinas Ridge

82. Bull Moose in the Stream of Existence.
I live like a butterfly in the sea of your hair,
yet in this life among the ants
you cannot see me from outer space.
Existence is all the essence there is.
Priests want me to “forsake contingency”
but they are merely pretenders who do not know
that contingency is all there is.
There is no light beyond light,
life is movement and change
reality stays the same only because it changes
all the time
as earth turns and the sun spins
leaves into green.
And the purpose of my life
is inside all these moving circles
above and below the edges
of eyelids, waves, rocks and flowers.
I deliver myself into the inclusive pull
of the globe and I am merely
a speck in the roundness of space.
Earth’s secrets are all around me,
and I travel in the midst of time
like a moose shaking spring hair off
which falls into the icy creek.
One day in the Beartooths I watched that
And that is what I become in the end.
Withered hands,
the amoral grit of playing children.
The entropic futility of empty fame I ignore
as the creations of my mind are more of substance
thinking of me and the hummers,
listening to the creak of tree limbs.

detail of Moon Full at McClure’s

83.to Musicians.
Musicians give up their lives
to the unseen sounds of life.
In music air does not desire air,
There is no air in listening,
neither near nor far,
where the wind is still in my hearing,
traveling to that place where all places go
inside ourselves, rhythms and imaginings,
memory, hope and fear all meet there,
where there is no land or sky.
On the promontory where mountains disappear,
into the fog of endless rivers become oceans
like an hum in the golden center of a hive,
pollen flying.
Distilling our experiences into melody,
the voice in the song is intimate
in the homeless embrace of sad hearts,
who I know and do not know,
going back centuries.
I hold close all these friends
dear to what is behind my own eyes.

I am grateful for your playing,
the sounds of daily life,
Here at the edge of all that is
you play the changes that ring through
all the colored strings of time,
Thank you.

Cherry Faced Meadowhawk or Flame Skimmer?
Dragonfly

84. For Love of Birds
Attar was wrong, they are not symbols.
They are beings of particular lives and methods.
Little dinosaurs of the trees and seas.
What gifts they give me,
and how much they have taught me about life
these colored candles in every bush
their songs on fire with devotion,
protecting nests, delighted with their children.
These friends of my eyes see me
with their own careful eyes.
I watch them watch
me and see their intelligence
and their wise fear of humans.
They should be afraid.
Nature is leaves that eat sunlight
minnows leaping at the moon,
and birds have figured out how to live simply,
travel long distances, avoid banks, priests,
insurance salesman and real estate agents.
The honey they gave me is a golden flute
that sings inside me, a love of life
that rings with sweetness, sun and sound.
Love of them is in my fingertips and eyelashes.
In is in the love of whatever I love.
Because they are, my children flourish.
I teach them to love them for themselves.
I try to teach the reality poets abjure.
They know things humans have forgotten how to know.
I only fly free at the edges of towns, where people rarely go.
I am perched on the edge of my window sill
where they left me,
and when I hear them call,
in that direction,
I’ll leap into the air
like a baby bird flying
seeking its mother,
crying for food,
wings quivering.

Barn Owl Flying near Marshall
Near Tomales Bay
Across near Inverness

.

85.
Unwatchable Movies
The strangeness of materiality
is only strange while you are losing your religion.
When the fact of facts is accepted
the surrealism of life disappears.
What religions call the ‘surface of things”,
in fact is the depths of the actual,
Animals and birds understand
what matters very well.
But most humans wander like greedy CEOs
lost in a mirror of greed dreams,
not knowing who they are or where they go
fools in a movie of rigged markets.
They bizarrely
take from the poor, give to the rich.
I used to come out of a movie house confused
by the world of cars and roads around me,
Now I know that few movies are real
and most are selling me illusions
I do not want to buy.

Life before humans, saw nature prosper,
since humans have prospered,
many species are now going extinct.
The planet falters and weather goes extreme.
Victims of the weather
hold praying hands in a circle of ignorance.
Prayer is pointless and has no results
so why do the poor pray when
a hurricane roars through their town?
The rich deny their own destructiveness,
denying the global warming they have created.
Coal and oil profits matter more than
the children’s future to them,
and they want you to read the Bible or Koran.
They promote idiocy in the concept of eternity.
We are merely matter who thinks
and often are taught to think
the wrong thing that kills our bodies.
We are merely jellyfish who read books,
who are not fish at all.
So we must carefully analyze the books we read
As Jellyfish are closer to us than gods,
who are merely movies made about unreality.
Since there is no point
in watching most movies.
They are made to convince you
that the unreal is real.
I watch my own hands, and teach
them to make things I love.
I woke up one day in the hospital
after a major heart attack and realized
my body knew more than my mind.
Since then I have been studying bodies,
insects on flowers,
squirrel’s tails flapping in sunlight,
and gave up the search for gods.
The seekers, the search, it is all about
human vanity looking for the delusions
that do not matter.
Tadpoles matter, the eyes of eagles,
fingers on the pulse of my son’s life.
These matter.

86. Stormfield
I am alive with the life of those who love only life.
I am not yet completed meaning,
before it is expressed in word or shape.
What is about to happen forms around me.
All my life I have followed
what I do not know yet,
seeking into a completion
I never attain.
I wanted to come with a lock
made of air and light
and bind myself with a key
of happiness in space.
But that was never going to happen for long.
I sought time in the midst of time
the taste of lips and
the scent of flowers in the air
but reality was otherwise and always there.
“Come down from your delusions”,
I would say to myself.
I came scalded out
from that time of dark illusions
peeling lies from my visions,
And now look at things
with bald and frightened eyes.
I am merely the shy maker of secret things,
the message of being is carried like a hidden scent
in the Pine boughs,
and a White Egret is hidden there,
nesting.
Come, come out of your delusions,
I say to an old friend,
but he does not understand a word I say,
he is so caught up in them.
Greed, power, fame, these delusions
ruin men who ruin the earth.
Rich men poison land and seas,
enclose foolish followers
in an electronic paradise.
I stand watch, remembering
and painting what was ruined.
Witness to a wonder that inches toward despair.

Gumplant near Marshall
Inverness Ridge across Tomales Bay
(I’ve done many versions of this one. Another 2 versions are near the bottom of this
page below)

EGRET IN ARCATA
87.
Ode to Coyotes:
the Elemental and the Wild
How do you hold the face of living so close
to you when it is slipping away?
You can’t ignore the cracking mirror of time
that image of death’s silver nothingness.
You can’t ignore the sadness of your face
or the darkening ring of age that closes around your eyes.
All you have is memories of all that you loved.
I remember when I left home at 15
when I thought no one loved me, wrongly.
I had no place to sleep
and I laid down next to the highway
and the grasses smelled like car exhaust
and the car lights whizzed past,
blinding my eyes
and "there was no place like home" was a cliche

but it was true and I was lost and homeless
longing for those who care
just like I am now, 30 years later
holding on to an inner homeland
in the midst of all that is lost.
So many beloved hands are lost to me now
and still I keep on reaching.
I was a coyote then as now
and in the end the coyote runs to safety in front of the car lights
and he escapes the cars and the definitions of the city dwellers
who know nothing of the strength it takes
to accept the loneliness of starlight
the emptiness of the wind that blows sand in your face.
What does it matter
that who they thought I was,
was a person I never knew?
As Cat Stevens said in a song,
“if they were right I’d agree,
but it is them they know not me”
They condemned me falsely
for things that they actually did,
I’m still running from the car lights like Coyote,
and I know the sting of their slanders
and the way their lies still
come back to me years after they were told.
I know how they steam their mirrors silver
with the breath of their hate.
I have known the kangaroo court of their justice
the fake democracy of their government
and the pressure of their lies,
meant to preserve the status quo.
What do they have to do with me?
My hair bristles in the wolfen twilight.
I am not ready to give up caring
I know what it means to have what you love
stolen and denied to you.
I have fought against the killers of hearts,
the jealous conspiracy of the greedy,
the preservers of the old ways that no longer work.
I felt it after my heart attack too,
the loneliness of the elements,
the equality of matter in a universe of no gods.
My artwork is sometimes about that very thing.
Here I am at the threshold of everything
holding on to just a few beloved friends,
So I remember all the hands that have been taken from us

and ask you to imagine this then-Imagine finally being free
of the lies of the critics and the overlords of restraint.
This is the way it really is,
We are not alone on the road.
I want you to join our resistance.
I want to run with these coyote-beloveds
and be strong with sage plants in the desert.
I want to run with the pronghorn
contemptuous of trucks and human highways.
Never mind all the harm they have done.
It is the desperate strength of this loneliness
that loves the smell of wildflowers.
I blossom in the fragrance of defiance.
Let our love of beauty be our revenge.

Coyotes at Limantour

88.
Lost Canada of My Heart.
Juncos have come from the tundra,
from near Hudson’s Bay
where the Beluga or Narwhal go.
There are no red maple leaves

on the backs of Juncos.
They are not Canadians,
just as I am not American.
I am more Junconian or Beluganian
or even Narwhalian than Amerikan.
Loons cry out from my eyes
at the loss of the Northwest forests.
Ghosts of White Pines drift over Alberta
looking for the lost Bison.
Canada is where the sad rivers moan
with seagulls over Tierra del Fuego.
Canada is in the mists that burn
over the decimated Amazon.
Canada disappears with the salmon
that no longer follow rivers
to the sea.
Canada dies where the prairie dog towns
are silent.
It is true I am not Canadian,
Nor American, nor of any country
that kills warblers
or murders Monarch Butterflies with herbicides.
No land is mine that
despises wild wolves
and hunts moose for pleasure.
I am from the country of Coyote,
where the wily dog smiles
between Tenochlitlan and
Nova Scotia.
Call me Cinnamon Teal if you like,
burnt red like autumnal fires.
Call me Yellow Warbler,
the spring singer, green seeker,
sunlight lover,
from Seneca lands in west New York
to Costa Rica overwintering.
But I will not be Canadian
or American
until the great Grey Owls
no longer hear chain saws
and cod return to the Great Banks
unmolested by greed.

I am from where
the Canada Goose flies
with Snow Geese
beyond Canadian borders
outside the fiction of
cruel countries.
I am from the no man’s land
that renounced nationalism.
I am of the land of Musk Ox dying
where the last Eskimo Curlew cries.
Loons cry out from my eyes
at the loss of the Northwest forests.
Ghosts of White Pines drift over
Alberta looking for the lost Buffalo.
Canada is a land lost in my heart
Until the forests return
and the fish come back
and no red maple leaves
fall in polluted water.
Until then
no land is mine
except where the plover goes.
I am from the country of Coyote,
where the wily dog smiles
between Macchu Picchu and
the Inuit Islands.

Horse Eating South of Humboldt Bay
Photo by Author
This is on the south side of Humboldt Bay, a few hours drive north of Point Reyes. I was
actually thinking of a painting when I took tis photo.

89.
The Fictional "You"
I stopped creating “You” out of thin air

many years ago now. I was done entirely
with idols and their destroyers.
I was no longer an idol I myself made up
out of fictions of what I wished for.
No more incomparable Muhammed, no more Plato’s Cave.
I was free of all that at last.
No more the romance of subjective transcendence.
I shattered the idol of the breaker of all idols
that conservative image of the powerful.
Now I make images of the ordinary and the everyday.
The wind has left me that made the metaphysical,
And all that is left is the wonder of the physical.
I gave my many hued jewels to the air
because they brightened the colors of the earth.
The palm of my hand raises
the liquid of my being
into the twilight wonder of the sky.
The mystery that gave me breath
gave life to my parents
and on back to the origin of this planet.
How do I tell who from whom
when I cannot even tell myself from the earth I live upon?
I am the air that breathes me,
The water that feels my toes.
Look where it all comes from:
the origin is simplicity.

90.
Global Warming.
Think about the real world of insects,
Frogs, Dragonflies flying over water
and trees absorbing sunlight,
all have a right to live,
but they are killed off by the greed of the ultra rich,
So many bankers making profits off fossil fuel exploiters,
cozy and far away in their mansions,
behind their protective fences,
ignoring the cries of kids who say:

“stop killing off externalized nature,
stop excluding nature from the ‘human commons’,
stop calling the world human
this world of highways and tortured trees,
as if all nature were a false whim of the ultra rich
killing off what they neither understand or
have even seen, in some cases.”
They don’t care what insects or animals they drive to extinction,
or who must migrate because of their greed,
who dies in the storms they create.
The ordinary world of the Great Barrier Reef,
the biggest biological thing
that can be seen from outer space,
being decimated by hot water and pollution now
so the rich can make money off burning coal,
raping the oceans with nets dragged on the bottom of the sea.
Albatrosses going extinct on their long lines, dragged into drowning
Who will make the coal CEO’s accountable,
put them in jail, tax them into bankruptcy,
the bankers, the energy men,
who kill off the earth’s wildlife for their wealth?
Why do we make them rich
at the prince of so many animals?
These stinking pig ponds making Methane to pollute
our skies and make the factory farmer rich
with the freedom to kill,
free to stuff his mouth with “junk” fish
from the seas that are dying of his foul greed.
Who will make them pay,

these men who take from nature,
take from the future,
stealing from animals and children
and pay nothing back?
What death and smell of decay haunts their wealth?
By what right can they do that,
kill off the future of our kids,
just so they can boast of billions of dollars
in their bank accounts,
have three houses, so many cars,
running over animals.
Cities prosper for them in ugliness, high rents, poor living in cars,
high medical bills, houses too expensive.
How will we bring them back, all the dead,
who will bring them back?
The seas are dying,
the forests are dying. Congress enables them,
sand begins to cover everything.
Who will bring them all back?
Fools govern us, and why do we let them do it?
Stop them while there is still time.

Morning Mist below Elephant Mountain,

photo by author

91. Global Profiteering
Writing is somehow false, but I keep at it
trying to be true and honest.
Poor Tom, I used to call myself,
After Shakespeare’s Fool in Lear.
or Calabazas, perhaps.
Words are only letters, paint is far better.
I try to tell the truth
when I can discover it.
which is far from always.
The truth is: they are destroying the earth’s weathers,
and through that
more species than anyone can count or even know.
76% of insects in West Germany are gone.
Probably something like that worldwide.
And they don’t care, as long as they make their billions.
“They will build cities under the ground” my wife says.
“Cities?” I say.
They have not built any cities, yet.
A few over priced bunkers is all, one in an
Atlas missle silo.
Lear finally saw sense because of his Fool
was no fool. We know who the fools are now.
They are billionaires with bunkers and have replaced the
disposed kings, these CEO’s.
Why hold them up anymore?
Don’t be foolish like them, take them down.
They have no right to destroy our planet,
profit at the expense of Sea Stars
and seas, air and forests, or hurt species.
Fools are in the White House,
in Moscow, Beijing, London,
in the penthouses, mansions
and tops of corporate skyscrapers
All over the planet.
How will we stop them?
They made a religion of markets and greed.
Defend the innocent, question the lies,
untie the knots of their self serving systems
downsize them and their religion
question the cops that prtect them.

Free enterprise, is anything but free.
The earth pays for it at great cost.
The human world is a corrupt place
where those who buy influence have the most say
but what they say is lies and what they do is thievery.
The world is torn by their greed.
Most escape into religion to hide from the reality of it.
Or they try to compete with the unfairly rich.
I’ve spent my life trying to find alternatives to it.
Many blame me for my critical thinking.
But, to me it is a virtue.
How to think my way through it,
walking the streets of so many cities,
listening to birds tell their stories,
the way water moves in spirals in the eddies.
Leonardo. Are you listening?

92. Is Anyone Native?
If anyone is Native, I am,
if anyone is Irish, from the time
of the famine or later, I am,
if there is a Russian Native,
I am he.
Eastern Russia might be where I am from,
not Moscova, not the great grandson of
a Tax Collector for the Czar, of whom, I am not even
sure he existed, or that he was killed
by the Russian Revolution.
My Daughter says I am not a Native
of this country or any other.
She must want me to not exist,
or be mad at me for some reason.

She is downloading too many facts
from the Internet
when that is not the place that
reality comes from.
One could say that I was adopted
into the Crow tribe by Tom Yellowtail.
But I have never held that to mean much,
even when Yellowtail said I was in the tribe
Yellowtail was being bought by the wealthy guy
in the Schuon cult and he would have said
whatever they asked him to.
I worked with Avis Little Eagle to expose a fraud.
No one has written about Black Elk,
J.E. Brown, and Schuon as I have.
I went to the Nez Perce museum,
the Crow museum and others.
I got to know Peter Nobakov
did an independent study David Adams,
who wrote Education for Extinction as well as
Hilda Neihardt the daughter of John Neihardt
who wrote Black Elk Speaks
and Joseph Epes Brown. He wrote the Sacred Pipe.
These are all experts on Native individuals
or groups.
But none of this matters to anyone
but me and my education.
What matters is how I think, like a Native man
this is what I am.
You can see this in my artwork,
going back decades
You can see this in these paintings
of Point Reyes and those at Heroes Wetland,
in Ohio,
If anyone is Native, Yes, we all are in our hearts,
if you are like me at all.

93,
Immoral Republican Principles
Steal from the poor give to the rich.
Exploit terror threats, push guns which kill students in colleges,
poor people in ghettos.
Create “standards” in education to disempower teachers.
Create bogus” accountability” so that we can privatize education.
Exploit kids by making them slaves of debt,
speculate on their hardships.
Turn schools into factories for administration profits.

Turn students into indentured servants of banks.
Let business take over colleges and education to eliminate free inquiry.
Destroy the humanities which foster critical thinking
Exploit the elderly in litigation free nursing homes, (LLC)
Help drug companies gouge everyone, especially the old and sick,
Exploit the sick while hospital administrators, insurance CEOs and doctors get rich.
Scapegoat immigrants, and brown skinned people,
Try to keep women in their place, stop affirmative action for blacks.
Throw out the hordes coming over the border.
Tax the middle class, not the rich.
Give the rich more and more and call the theft “tax relief”.
Promote bogus trickle down theory, which tinkles down,
like urine, onto the middle class.
Cruel free market capitalism for the poor and middle classes
while socialism is only for the rich.
Forbid regulations.
Foster the delusion of the self made man,
who steals form the government and his employees, who do all the work.
If the poor want their share call socialism communism to scare everyone.
Kill unions at home while you bail out failing CEOs and banks.
Send our jobs overseas to be done by virtually slave labor, in China, India, Mexico…
with no environmental regulations, or unions allowed.
Lie and call corporations “persons” so only they have superior rights.
Equate speech with money so only the rich can talk.
Destroy democracy by fostering hate of government,
so business rules and everything is privatized.
Mob Congress, eliminate care for anyone but the rich.
Reinstate the Confederate Flag,
deny you have lost elections even if you have.
Get rid of all fairness and truth by your bad examples.
Everything that comes out of our mouth must be a
Lie, lie, lie, lie.
Create top down corporate autocracy with psychopathic CEOs on top.
Steal Workers Pensions for the rich.
Steal Social Security Savings and give hard earned money to Wall Street.
Let corporations pay few taxes while the middle class pays most.
Promote the lie that the Flat Tax is equal, when it is mathematical injustice..
Let corporations hide trillions of untaxed money, stolen from workers, in offshore
banks.
Hire lawyers to insure inequality.

Assassinate people you do not like, forget the right to a trial.
Redraw districts in unnatural shapes to get rid of those who care about people.
Be the Sherriff of Nottingham and attack all Robin Hoods.
Distract people with the Flag, Crosses and abortion,
while you promote wars, religious ignorance, superstition and Gsus.
Blind people with religion while you steal from them.
Give public airwaves to private monopolies,
encourage right wing radio and vapid scary TV
whose social message is “be very afraid
and the American corporate culture will be your savior.”
Encourage overpopulation..
Deny evolution, so humans are superior to all other animals.
Support more pollution,
Create more global warming, profits matter more than the planet.
Deny global warming so oil and coal CEOs can profit,
Support speciesism and endanger more animals,
Let them go extinct when animals conflict with our greed.
Cut trees,
Kill “weeds” with Monsanto products
and let Monarch butterflies become endangered
Kill insects, frogs and bees with glyphosate
Have congress only represent corporate interests
Have government only represent corporate persons,
never ordinary citizens.
Create consumers and disallow citizen voices.
Convince as many as possible not to vote.
Cheat if necessary, as in the year 2000.
Deny science and trust paid liars on Radio, computers and TV.
Get everyone addicted to high cost cell phones.
Close down government and stymie congress whenever possible.
Control Supreme Court with right wing appointments
who pass laws that let the rich control elections.
Create an aristocracy of conscienceless greed.
Uphold them as examples for the poor.
Be part car salesman, charlatan and part Machiavellian thug,
but pretend we are the beneficent chosen.
Use propaganda to convince everyone that rule
by the conscienceless few is democracy.
Dismantle education so corporate education eliminates critical independence.
Create a one party corporate system.
Once stupidity is universal everyone will vote for you.

Where I got Lost and Found my Way Again
This was done on the way to Limantour, up on what is still called Inverness Ridge. If you
walk up the mountain further you end up where I did the painting of Lupine far above
Tomales Bay. One Twilight I went for a walk there, and got lost in the dark. I started to
panic and new that was dumb. I began using my head and thinking about where I was. I
found my way through the pines in the dark and knew I was near to the trail. Once I
found that I knew I was ok. I took the main trial, found my car and drove home.

Ocean Pine- unfinished
l
93.
Unfinished Paintings?
Are they really bad paintings
not finished maybe
but attempts, yes, done from life,
already have a lot of information in them.
Is any good painting ever really done?
I have not called a work done even after 20 years.
I don’t know how many I may still have unfinished.
All are efforts to see. Seeing can take awhile.
What one sees depends alot on who one is.
Trying to see is never the mistaken thing to do.
No, efforts too see and learn are always good,
even if the result is less than perfect.
So, there are no bad paintings,

there are only unfinished paintings.
Strange, the logic here grew on itself.

94.
All My Green Relations
for my wife
Part 1
With you by my side
I have accepted who I am.
I have held my hands in the shapes of birds wings
and tried to feel my body fly free
of human machinations.
Sometimes,I would like
plant roots for hair
or feel my forehead reach into a
cloudless sunrise,
like a crown of spring trees
catching in their newborn green
the first orange light.
If only I could be an oak tree,
like I thought I was when I was a kid.
Years ago, I longed to be a blade of grass,
bending in the wind,
until I realized that winds bend me too,
and I, too
grow greener for sunlight and
I,too,
am trampled down by human insensitivity.
How many times I have wished my eyes were not human eyes
so the squirrel,fox, sparrow and the redbird
would not fear me
or see me as a predator.
I seek to be innocent of the crimes of my species
I am not a predator.
But I no longer seek to be what I am not,
Listening to other beings
is the beginning of understanding
who we are.
But knowing them is something else
That takes years
or perhaps life times.
It will be centuries before

forests, fish and birds are truly known.
And such knowledge will come only
if humans first learn to stop
Their disrespect for nature
their refusal to identify
with the others they exploit.

It has been some years now since
I went over to the other side
and sought refuge with those that need refuge
and chose a way of insecurity
to live among those threatened
along the frayed edges of leaves
in a forest abused by the greedy.
Frightened birds are my companions
sick animals, dying trees
and waters murky with wastes.
I live among the survivors and castaways
of their horrendous expansion
on the far side of the arrogant selfishness
some miscall “freedom”.
True freedom respects the rights
of the liberty of others.
True freedom respects the right
of water to clarity and
of the sky to clean depths.
I fear humans far more than snakes or bears
I walk hesitantly
not wanting to hurt grasses.
Birds receive education from their parents.
I learn from birds how to be who I am.
It is a wholly new world for me since
nature became my teacher.
I have been learning to live in fear
of the strangers with human eyes,
predators who have corrupted knowledge
with lack of care.
I know the fear that birds and deer feel.
There are dull eyed two-leggeds
who kill without awareness of what they kill.
Except for my mother who is a ghost of her former self
and like the earth

has lost whole parts of who she was
I have no blood relations.
My relations by blood are no relation,
they all succumbed to greed, convention,
ignorance and malice.
You are my brothers and sisters now
You and our cats and our siblings in nature—-brother chickadee, sister tree-the infinite family of relations
where birds, leaves, clouds and animals,
all reflected in the waters
call me home into the mirror of life’s marvel.
I belong to the family of “all my relations”
All my relations who live outside the margins
in the vision peripheral to ambition
outside the edge of wanting more
outside the drive of what matters to most,
among the unnoticed aging trees
where the birds are singing
and hardly anyone listens.
I trust my companions beyond the fences,
outside the corners
beyond the street signs,
where grass grows free of human grasping
and where no humans have negated,
being part of it.
Those to whom I am not invisible
those who share in my new family
I would shower gifts of dawn light,
new blossoms
shinning like suncups
out of the depths of my heart.
This is for you,
my avian brothers, my green relations,
and you, sister of vegatables,
squash blossom, my opal, my swan, my emerald,
my companion and fellow traveler
wife and mother of all that we grow
in our garden.

Smith River plant (unknown) in Northern California, covered in Raindops.

95.
RoadKill
There is the matter of my eyes being on fire
not with vision, but with a luminous fear
because my failing body is distempered and clutches itself
like an animal wanting to escape from death.
What do I say about my body in suffering,
any body in suffering.
it is not true Buddha is beyond this
or Christ transcended it.
I didn’t know my body could hurt so much.
The mind is not free when suffering is too much.
It ceases to have elegant thoughts—

there are no huge vistas.
I am this pain, this animal flesh and I hurt with the same
cells as fish, cows and chickens.
I do not believe that I can stand more pain than this.
For a minute death seems preferable
but then the pain passes and I still cling to life.
Do not forget that this body suffering
is the same as animals suffering.
It is hard to understand so much horror in life.
Yes of course. I know only one or two people
would care if I died--- I am not blind
to seeing how little people care
and run over animals
in the road not once, but twice--a hundred times--until the bones are flattened into sun-dried skins
as thin as communion wafers on the bloody macadam.
Why don't they eat those on Sunday?
They only care about getting to the mall for a sale
to buy Christmas presents no one needs
and the animal they killed was in their way.
So yes, of course, I hold dear to my intimate secrets
about how reflections of autumn leaves cast on river’s waters
hold a still tension on the surface of my seeing;
and my intuitions of the feel of snow under the body of a winter bird
warmed by tiny crystals in the blue rainbows of starlit snowflakes.
I have always stopped to pick up roadkill
and place their dear bodies
in the welcoming cornucopia of roadside weeds.
How many lives of deer, raccoons, foxes, porcupines, skunks
I have carried at their crucial end
to lie comfortably under birches or fall maples
or dead fawns softly resting
under a canopy of Coyote Bushes.
Why shouldn’t I care for animals
as much as I care for humans?
I realize that like elephants, the best I can hope
for is the feel of familiar trunks touching my body

just as my cat nuzzles her soft head against my chin
or as my wife cradles my face
against the warmth of her cheek.
I face the lonely fear of having to die
with memories of candlelight
pushing back the circle of darkness
and warm waters around me
and my eyes closed in a cave of comfort
and my most loved one beside me
touching my forehead with a love that nurses.
That is why I am gentle with dead animals.
I don’t want to be a roadkill someone leaves
in the middle of the street,
disrespected, run over, again and again--as if their lives meant nothing--and only the income of impersonal markets
or the salesman who already has too much money
is all that mattered.
I already hold in my eyes
a recognition of a long life in love with seeing.
So this is why my animal eyes are burning.
glowing reddish green in the dark--afraid of the malice of headlights
that mindlessly lights up
a nation’s funeral highways

Blue Heron on Tomales Bay

96.
Poem for my Infant daughter

I want to talk to you ten or twenty years from now
and to tell you that as dear as my face has been to you
or the face of your mother, there are other kinds of faces
to embrace with your feelings—
there are Otter faces and Frogs, Grackle and Deer faces
the face of the weather and how the forest looks at you….
I pretend you are ten years old and wonder—
have I made your life easier for you than it was for me?
I so much want to teach you an inner joy and the skill
of comforting yourself in the face of what you fear.
Will I teach you enough about birds and how they live without money?
Will you understand that money is a disease
that humans created and have yet to find a vaccine against?
Someday you might hold hummingbird’s eggs,
or at least find one of their nests—something I have yet to do,
and not for lack of trying.
I hope you will see the wonder of sunlight in the rainbow of your eyelashes.
I will teach you about dragonflies flying above the swift water of rushing creeks
and about how blue snow can be found under the shadows of pines
on the far side of the mountain where we saw the red fox.
I will teach you the love of mathematics
by showing you how animals pair and mate,
how two birds become six awkward and fluffy fledglings.
I will teach you that the number million is not a number but, in fact,
the number million equals exactly how many rainbows
we saw in how many water drops falling down the waterfall in one second.
One billion is the number of orange leaves blanketing the forest floor
where we will lay down in October.
You and I will say that the number of the sun is the number of everybody.
Everybody deserves equal access to light.
But here I am and you are not even born yet--And I’m dreaming of looking at tide pools with you.
Little daughter or son, I already hope you will be strong in ways I am not.
I hope you will feel with your eyes and sense light in your hands
and touch the world with care and wonder, the same way I touch your mother’s belly
Now growing round all around you.
2004

This is me and the kids in 2011 or 12. My daughter looks around 6 my son is around 2. It
is 10 years ago or so.

97.
Endangered Species
Maybe I saw the rare Bachman’s Warbler
or the Ivory Billed Woodpecker,
last seen in 1987.
Should I tell them?
those men in green uniforms,
who claim to be nature’s police
and call themselves "Naturalists".
What do they do,
these men who get paid to be green?
They sit in offices,
counting the value of one animal
against another, nature’s bankers,
cost- benefits of killing this deer
against that wildflower,
this rare trillium against that ungulate,
this tundra grass against that snow goose
turning species against species,
like card sharks playing angles against nature.
They make a mafia of diversity.
They maximize hunting profits
so many antlers sold
so many antlerless deer
so many grouse or turkey
sold to men who like killing for fun.
They set up a lottery to kill the really rare.
Big horn sheep. Elephants.
Should I tell them?-these men with ID books
Peterson’s field guides
these men who serve hunters

when it was hunters who killed
the last Carolina Parakeet
the last Passeneger Pigion.
Nature is all "Natural Resources" to them
so much oil and gas like so much Red Osier Dogwood
so many woodducks like so much silver to be mined.
They are midway between
the Robber Barons of mineral rights
and the Agribusiness tycoons;
selling animal skulls and the right to torture.
These green men are Grey men.
Might as well be on Wall Street.
Count products as a KMart cashier.
Work in a slaughter house
Cutting cattle into meat strips.
Maybe I saw the rare Warbler
or the Ivory Billed Woodpecker.
But I won’t tell.
I will never tell.

Gumplant on Tomales Bay

I refined the above image a little bit. I am working partly from small images I have from
1988. As you can see the sky above Inverness Ridge is too dark in the picture above this
one, whereas the one right above is lighter and thus a little better.

98. For Love of the Sky and Evolution.
It is for love of the sky
for love of my opening eye
for love of the Life
of Life that I live.
It is all wings and light
the bird of reality is
caught in the veil of ideas
and is tearing the gentle fabric
to ribbons.
I am raw because I am
moulted by my own illusions,

changed by my own changes in thinking.
Even though I am a light in the world.
I look like a dark mist in the world’s light.
Like the darker sunspots are nevertheless
very hot and on fire too.
Only time calls out to time since the voice
of the Timeless is an imaginary fiction.
Like an Albatross, free at last of all hooks,
the memory of evolution is its own becoming
and the music of nature draws me by this memory
and I follow the song over the hills.
The desire I have for the Wild
is the promise of my life
born in the mystery of green things.
I was the smile I smiled when I realized
existence is all that there is.
The graceful light that bathed my face
was the light of this green world.
I intuit the meaning
of the rising of dawn.
Existence is the love of life
that I live.

99.
The life of the sea is my life
I saw a Sunflower Sea Star at low tide in Trinadad,
California one day.
At least 18 or 20 inches across. It was magnificent.
We went there during an extremely low tide.
I see what lives in me lives in the sea.
I learned a lot about the sea in Trinadad
There was an outreach building to the Oceanography
School at Humboldt university
and they had many interesting exhibits,
inside and outside the School.
Inside I learned about the Octopus
the actual being called that
and the metaphorical poem by Marianne Moore.
I discovered I like actual beings far more than Moore’s poem.
Which is saying a lot because I like Moore’s poem.
My wife and little girl were there at the school.
I photographed the Octopus.
I learned about the tiny cells that can

change the colors of its body
even causing camouflage to happen.
I learned about how intelligent it is,
how it can open a jar top
or travel to another water filled
tank that might have food in it.
Many sea stacks and sea mounts and places
where serious and-want-to-be-educated scuba divers go
have ‘metridium senile’, of the family Metridiidae in the
phylum Cnidaria. They are the Jellies which is a white
tree-like or mushroom-like anemone,
3-4 inches tall, which I have
also seen growing underneath seaside docks,
in Bays, on the northwest Pacific coast, for instance.

100.
Can I bring back my stay in Point Reyes?
Can I bring back the time of
coming again to Point Reyes?
Can we turn back the clock?
It was such a good time. 1986.
Coming across the “Heart of the Monster”
Driving down those Oregon Hills
Into California at last. There was so much hope then.
Staying with my cousin in the orange house in Berkeley,
with Al Payne in Oakland, both dead now.
Elizabeth died of Hodgkins Lymphoma,
cancer of the Lymph nodes.
I was only 30 then.
I found out much more recently that
Al’s wife kicked him out of his Bolinas home
and he moved to Paris. He always had hard
luck with women. He took care of their children,
a lot of his art is about that- not sure why I think
there was more than one.
Was there a daughter too?
She should not have taken them away.
Unjust power can be female too.
He died in 2007.

I would take all this back if I could. Roll back the years,
bring back the dead, cure them of their sufferings.
Impossible to do that, I know. They both made choices
that insured that they came to the tragic end alone. I had
nothing to do with it.
I cannot bring back what was. Even if I would like to.
What I did is not what others have done. I moved to
a small town to be near a National Seashore. I could
make a map of all the places I did paintings, all within
10-20 miles of Point Reyes Station. I worked there for 3 years.
It was one of the best three years of my life.
I am sorry I did not stay 3 or 4 more years.
There is consolation that I spent a good part
of the last 30 years making this book
about Point Reyes and all the paintings
and poems I made there. Maybe I have
brought back at least something of the time of coming
again to Point Reyes, after all.

Limantour Dunes

***

101.
Thank You, Point Reyes.
I make an offering for the animals
and the winged peoples of the air.
I make an offering of the breast Feather
Of a female Quail;
the claw of a baby Seal;
the tooth of a Deer;
and the feather of a Mourning Dove.
All these are bundled in a Red Cloth
and tied with a red string dyed with a madder root.
The red string is for Life, the good Red Road,
and for protection against the greed
and selfishness of men.
I call on the Great Mysteries and dance to the four directions
out of Love for this land, to say thank you for all that the
Sun and Moon, the air and light, waters and winds, and the birds and animals

have given me here.
I dance trough this fire and the smoke of the Bayleaves
and may this offering be carried
by the four winds to the four
quarters of the sky.
Point Reyes,
Thank you for the trees
green miracles of existence
The Ocean Pine,
the Redwood and Douglas Fir,
Madrone and Manzanita.
For the Crystal of Twilight,
the Deer’s gentle eye
and the dignity of the Stag.
For the Silence of the Owls
And the mice at my feet
For the Redtail Hawk, bird of the Sun,
For the red Coho and the shimmering salmon
Flashing silver in the dark waters.
Thank you for the living waters
So much water and mirrors of light
and for the breath of the Air
whose invisible presence hides
the meaning of all things.
Thank you for the Sun and the mists of spring
rising on the morning river
and for the fog of the evening
over the hills.
For the designs on the feathers
of the fast flying ducks
for the Loon’s cry
and the White Deer in the Pines.
For the Yellow Moon rising and the bones of
dead animals lying in the sun,
and for flowering trees whose perfume is
that flavor of what makes life love life.
Thank you for the colors of abalone
for the long glide of the whale through the sea,

for moonlight on the sea-foam
and Kelp tangled on the Beach
for rock clinging sea-stars
and a cormorant drying its wings in the seawind,
For the happy communal life of seals and sea lions,
And scurrying Sandpipers chased by waves.
Thank you for the meaning of twilight,
and for the evening and the morning star
ever glowing in the starstruck sky.
Thank you for the gift of the Kingfisher
The bird that brings fish into the sky.
For the patience of the Egret and the long
flight of the Heron, whose grey blue wings seem
To stretch forever as they slowly
beat from earth across the sky.
Thank you for the meaning of color
for understanding light through the fog.
For the message of what is hidden inside forms
The meaning of sunlight through the sky.
Thank you for the marvel of the Hummingbird
and for my poverty which has made me see
the rich forms of nature’s creating
in the flowering grasses, the patterns of the Milky Way
and what the eyes of seeing birds, see.
.
Point Reyes,
your knowledge is in the way
The deer peoples gather
or the love of light that is in flight
on the wings and back of wild swans flying.
Thank you for helping me come out
of the human centered world
to wander everywhere among
so many beings and wonders
Protect me and keep both me
and so many beings and wonders safe

from the destructive greed of men.
But if need be make me brave
in the face of those who hate you.
May I give all that comes of my eyes, mind,
Heart and hands back to the birds,
four legged, two legged wildflowers
as well as back to the sea, earth fire and sky.
Thank you for the beauty of this land where
everything that walks and swims,
runs and flies,
moving with the winds or
turning with the stars,
is made luminous by the light,
that turns equally with the
sun and moon on all.

Miwok Dance House
Kule Loklo, 1989
After voicing this thanksgiving
I place the offering of feathers, cloth and bones
on the southern roofbeam of the Miwok dance house
Because the south is the direction of growth and life
May this offering protect the animals and birds of the
air and all that lives and give them increase.
All that I am saying is factual.
I cover the offering with Bay Leaves
I kiss the center pole of the dance House.
A mouse runs between my feet
as I leave the entrance,
and outside, two Owls,

sitting shoulder to shoulder,
They sit atop the Redwood Bark Tepee
before me.

Redwood Bark Tepee
Kule Loklo, 1989

Amazing the two Owls showed up just when
I am alone and saying thanks to all the animals
and the nature of Point Reyes,
Are they hearing me and going
to carry my thanks to all the animals
and life forms of Point Reyes?
Maybe that is expecting too much.
The two Owls did show up though,

and looked at me shoulder to shoulder
from the Redwood Bark Tepee.
I did say thank you and the two owls did come.
that was amazement enough.
Draw no conclusion from it. Leave it at that.
There is no magical thinking here. Only facts.

*****

This one was done before I moved to Point Reyes in 1986. I did this is 82 or 83, looking
east along the shore of Lake Erie, studying the moon. I was getting ready to do the Point
Reyes Paintings in my mind, learning how to paint.
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